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VII: The Emergence of Bop and Stricter Classical Formality (1945-1953) 
 

The modern style of jazz, which became known commercially as Bebop, was essen-
tially a small-group style. These young musicians, predominantly black, believed that solo 
creativity was being stifled in a big band setting, and that only in a small group could one con-
trol both the rhythmic changes and the fast, frantic interplay of the musicians. Aside from the 
sheer speed of bebop, its big innovation was that the underlying harmony was no longer stan-
dard, tonal root chords, but altered chords with different positions, moving sometimes chro-
matically and sometimes laterally via inner notes in the middle of a chord. This, more than 
anything, was what baffled and deterred older musicians from playing it. Head and shoulders 
above most young boppers was Charlie Parker (1920-1955), nicknamed Yardbird or just Bird 
by musicians and fans, who discovered a way of improvising in 1939 using upper harmonics 
of a chord. This freed him from the conventional type of solos based more on the rhythm and 
the melody but not on the harmony, and by 1941, while still a member of Jay McShann’s 
Kansas City orchestra, he was broadcasting and recording some of the most stunning jazz 
heard since Armstrong’s Hot Five and Hot Seven recordings of the 1920s. 

Of course, in order to set up a talent like Parker’s in a small group, one had to have pi-
anists who were not only proficient in technique but who had good ears to hear the way 
Parker and his colleagues were changing the harmony. Ken Kersey, Bud Powell and Al Haig 
were among the first to emerge in this style, and it is a shame that for whatever reason Kersey 
(who played in Henry “Red” Allen’s small band in the early 1940s and recorded with Benny 
Goodman’s Sextet) seems to have dropped out of sight as the decade wore on. Arrangements 
were loosely structured, if structured at all; normally, just a lead-in and ride-out was worked 
out in advance, the rest of the piece being a succession of solos. In a jazz history, all of this 
would be of the utmost importance, as it was in its time, but for our purposes there is little to 
say. It was improvised jazz and, except for its being based on modern classical music’s 
rhythms and harmonies, it had little or no relationship to the emerging jazz-classical fusion. 

As noted at the end of Chapter Five, however, there were some big bands that were 
starting to play an entirely new style of jazz towards the end of 1943. I particularly cited the 
orchestras of Stan Kenton and Boyd Raeburn, who we shall examine in more depth here, but 
there was also the bebop band of black singer Billy Eckstine (1914-1993) whose band at one 
time included both Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie in addition to bop drummer Art 
Blakey. But again, the Eckstine band was not highly stylized or geared towards a classical 
bias in any particular way, while the bands of Kenton and Raeburn were.  

 
Boyd Raeburn & George Handy 
Albert Boyd Raben, known professionally as Boyd Raeburn (1913-1966), led what is 

surely one of the most creative of all jazz orchestras yet constantly struggled for jobs and ex-
posure. While it is certainly true that the arrangements played by Raeburn’s band, written by 
such jazz luminaries as Eddie Finckel, Budd Johnson, Dizzy Gillespie, George Handy, Ralph 
Flanagan, Johnny Mandel and Johnny Richards, were advanced for their time, side-by-side 
comparisons with the contemporary work of the Stan Kenton band shows that they were not 
nearly as wild, abrasive, or as far removed from contemporary dance jazz (for want of a better 
term) as those that Kenton played, yet Kenton enjoyed almost immediate popularity and at-
tracted a hardy following of listeners who stayed with him through thick and thin while Rae-
burn couldn’t even get a big audience when he had high-profile engagements or was winning 
Down Beat awards. One could possibly ascribe this to the fact that Kenton was signed to 
Capitol Records, whose owners (including songwriter Johnny Mercer) had high-powered con-
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tacts and good distribution while Raeburn’s only commercial records were 12 sides for the 
tiny Guild label (later bought out by Albert Marx and reissued on his Musicraft label), 18 
sides for the even tinier Jewel label (started by former NORK drummer Ben Pollack), and at 
the very end (1949) four sides—all vocals by his wife, Ginny Powell—for Nesuhi Ertegun’s 
fledgling Atlantic label. Yet the question still begs itself as to why Raeburn was relegated to 
the margins of the music industry while Kenton was treated like royalty. The only answer that 
fits, 70 years after the band’s heyday, is that Raeburn was not a magnetic personality while 
Kenton was. A small man who looked even smaller when holding the tenor or baritone saxes 
he rarely played (and then only in ensemble…he never took a solo), Raeburn was an amiable, 
friendly, but decidedly un-charismatic presence in front of his own orchestra. He looked like 
one of the musicians on the stand who just got up to conduct for a while rather than a com-
manding presence, and without that commanding presence he and his orchestras were sunk. 

The results of this unfortunate image issue put the Raeburn band constantly on the 
edge of poverty. It cost money to pay for such excellent charts and hire the first-class musi-
cians they demanded, but more often than not both his arrangers and bandsmen went unpaid 
for weeks at a time until Raeburn could score a better engagement that paid more money. To 
be fair, he did not pay himself first or foremost, and ironically this proved to be a bone of con-
tention when he married his beautiful band singer, Ginny Powell. Many a night the Raeburns 
would bicker and fight, almost always initiated by Ginny who berated her husband for not be-
ing able to solo in front of his own band and thus enhance their image and salability. Boyd’s 
usual retort to this was, “You’re right, I’m a terrible soloist, can’t play a lick, but I’m the guy 
who put it all together, aren’t I?” None of this was much consolation to Powell or the musi-
cians, many of whom grew tired of going hungry and took jobs with other bands. Yet enough 
of them stayed because they loved the music and believed in Raeburn’s vision. At one point, 
Duke Ellington secretly wrote Raeburn a huge check to keep the band going, and when they 
played the Savoy Theater in Harlem rival bandleader Billy Eckstine addressed the audience 
and extolled the Raeburn band’s virtues, asking the audience to pay close attention to what 
they were playing. That’s how good they were. 

Fortunately for posterity, the Raeburn band made a large number of V-Discs and sev-
eral of their broadcast transcriptions survive to attest to the high musical quality of the group. 
At the end of the last chapter we noted their 1944 performances of Bagdad and March of the 
Boyds, and now we can jump to their recording (the only one made commercially but one of 
several recorded off the air) of Dizzy Gillespie’s finest piece, and the only one that can truly 
be called a composition and not just a “tune,” A Night in Tunisia. We have become so dulled 
out by repetitions of this piece in jazz concerts that I think we’ve stopped noticing just what 
an excellent piece of music this is. Beginning with an 11-note motif played by the bass (and 
then, if the band has one, by the bassoon or bass trombone), it creates an unusual mood with 
its irregular, quasi-Eastern rhythms and the opening melodic statement before the eight-bar 
break leads us to a series of solo statements before the final peroration. In its own way, this 
piece is the most unique in all of jazz, and possibly in the entire history of music—there is 
nothing quite like it anywhere else. In my view, the Guild/Musicraft recording is not the 
band’s best performance of it—that honor belongs to one of the airchecks made about a year 
and a half later—but the commercial disc has the honor of featuring the composer as featured 
soloist, and Gillespie was never in better form. In addition, there are other big names who sat 
in on this date, probably as a favor to Dizzy, such as bassist Oscar Pettiford and baritone sax-
ist Serge Chaloff. This makes it a landmark recording in addition to a musically fine one. 

As I noted earlier, although the Raeburn band was indeed experimental it was not 
nearly as much tied into classical structures as Kenton’s. A great many of its pieces—though 
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superbly arranged—fall into the category of adventurous dance music: Tush, Do Nothin’ ‘til 
You Hear From Me, Tonsilectomy, Yerxa, Boyd Meets Stravinsky (which sounds nothing like 
Stravinsky at all, but is merely an uptempo progressive swing tune), Duck Waddles, etc. As a 
result, we must sift through the available Raeburn discs and airchecks to find those pieces that 
qualify for this specific study.  

In doing so, we gravitate towards the compositions and arrangements of George 
Handy (born George Hendleman, 1920-1997), a gifted pianist and writer who gravitated to 
jazz while still a teenager. Much is made of his classical studies with Aaron Copland (1900-
1990), and although Handy later quipped to interviewers that his period with Copland “did 
neither of us any good,”1 I’ve always felt that the Copland influence on Handy was very 
strong. Both shared a penchant for interesting melodic contours, although Handy’s work also 
included a great many harmonic dissonances which the more commercially-minded Copland 
had abandoned after the completion of El Salón México (1932-36). Although Handy’s first 
stint with Raeburn was in 1944, this was a brief period after which his lover at the time, singer 
Betty Hutton, convinced him to move to Hollywood where he worked for a brief time doing 
film music and writing lyrics for such songs as When Sunny Gets Blue. Disenchanted with 
Hollywood, Handy returned to Raeburn in 1945, beginning what was to become his most 
fruitful period.  

Handy referred to many of the pieces he wrote during this period as tone poems. 
There’s nothing really wrong with that except that the actual music tended towards a heavy-
handedness of rhythm, loudness of presentation and brevity of ideas. The most extensive of 
Handy’s pieces from the period 1945-47 is The Bloos (recorded with a studio orchestra and 
not by Raeburn), which runs four and a half minutes. This places Handy’s pieces more in the 
category of vignettes, as I have described the majority of Ellington’s works. This does not, 
however, detract from their general interest or complexity of ideas. The typical Handy “tone 
poem” fragments both rhythm and harmony, displacing what would be expected melodic-
rhythmic directions and harmonic resolutions with remote and offbeat substitutes. Juxtaposi-
tions of both themes and rhythmic motifs make the music sound fragmentary at first, yet he 
manages to pull all the various threads together by the conclusion. Among the better ones he 
wrote for Raeburn band are Dalvatore Sally (which became the band’s theme song), Over the 
Rainbow (actually an arrangement rather than an original piece, and co-arranged with 
Finckel), Cartaphilius (the title based on the legend of the Wandering Jew), Keyf (another ar-
rangement, this time of a piece written by Handy’s wife Florence) and Hey Look, I’m Da-
ancin’, the last three not recorded commercially but only on V-Discs and broadcast transcrip-
tions. Dalvatore Sally bases its strangeness on clashing semitones in the introduction (a top 
line of B�-F-C-F with an underlying line of A-E-B-E) interspersed with whole tones until a 
slow tune using descending chromatics settles (briefly and uncomfortably) into F major, with 
trumpet interjections in F�. Strange bitonal chords continue to underlay the music until it fi-
nally settles into a progressive swing tune in E�, albeit with continuing harmonic shifts. Har-
monic clashes—and quite strange ones, sounding like Stravinsky or Bartók at their most ad-
vanced—also play out through Cartiphilius, a piece that seems to be only tenuously con-
nected to jazz, sounding more like a true tone poem that his other works. Even when the 
tempo does pick up (at the 1:27 mark), it seems to move into a strange whirlpool of sound un-
related to the previous material, although, again, Handy pulls it together later on.  

                                                
1 As quoted in the liner notes for the 1949 Norman Granz album The Jazz Scene. 
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As for The Bloos (1947), it was largely considered one of the three finest sides in the 
Jazz Scene album.2 Running nearly five minutes, it also employs strings (instruments he never 
had at his disposal with Raeburn) and reveals his command of structure over a larger span of 
time, starting with a strange vacillating theme with abrupt staccato attacks from the trumpets 
before switching to an atonal melodic theme reminiscent of Roy Harris, then finally (at 3:22) 
a swinging section with a sax solo, then back to the vacillating theme. Continually altered 
chords and one of the first appearances in jazz of the Lydian mode contributed to the overall 
fractioning and reconstruction of the various bits and themes in this piece. Critical raves for 
The Bloos led to further commissions and recording opportunities for Handy, but the progres-
sion of his career was interrupted and eventually halted by his growing heroin addiction. Her-
oin was the bane of the bebop era; possibly in imitation of Charlie Parker, far too many musi-
cians both black and white became addicted to the drug as a sign of hipness. Thus in the years 
to come, only two really fine albums of Handy compositions were issued on LP, and the best 
composition was Pulse, which swung continuously while retaining an overall structure that 
could be defined as classical with unusual metric shifts, including interludes in 3/4 time and a 
middle section played ostinato in which the time is abbreviated by the removal of certain 
notes and beats from the melodic phrase. Along with the highly talented writer-arranger Tadd 
Dameron whose work, being purely jazz, does not fit the parameters of this study, Handy’s 
decline was one of the great tragedies of the music world. 

Handy left Raeburn in 1946 over money disputes: as usual, the bandleader could 
barely make payroll most of the time, and Handy grew tired of living hand-to-mouth. His suc-
cessor was Johnny Richards (1911-1968), née Juan Manuel Cascales, born in Mexico of a 
Spanish immigrant father and Mexican mother. She took Juan, his three brothers and a sister 
to the U.S. in 1919, where they all became citizens (his father had emigrated alone two 
months earlier). A graduate of Fullerton College in California, Richards worked in the Los 
Angeles area between 1930 and 1952. An outstanding arranger who was heavily influenced 
by both Billy Strayhorn and classical music, Richards never believed that jazz always needed 
to “jump” or be “hot”; in his view, like that of Duke Ellington, there were “only two kinds of 
music, good and bad.” Thus his work for Raeburn, and later Stan Kenton and others, was al-
ways of a significantly high level but also not the type that those who only liked hot music 
would gravitate towards. Richards loved to lead the listener into thinking they were about to 
hear a completely “sweet” arrangement, but then include genuine jazz elements that threw 
less musically knowledgeable listeners off. He wrote several superb pieces for Raeburn, the 
best of which for our purposes were The Man With the Horn, Love Tales and a jazz-classical 

                                                
2 Since I reference this set frequently in this chapter, some background is necessary. The Jazz Scene was a 78-
rpm album, recorded between 1946 and 1940 and released in the latter year, by Norman Granz in an effort to 
document what he thought were the most important and vital jazz trends of his time. Granz, who started and 
promoted the famous touring jam sessions of well-known musicians under the banner name Jazz at the Philhar-
monic, had started his own label, Clef Records, which was distributed by Mercury. Packaged in a lavish, cloth-
covered album with a ring binder that allowed one to remove the six 12-inch records and/or the superb black-
and-white photographs (most by Gjon Mili), The Jazz Scene was issued in a limited edition of 5,000 copies, each 
numbered and autographed by Granz himself. Although 39 sides were recorded for consideration, only 12 were 
initially released. The unusual packaging, somewhat difficult music and limited-edition status forced Mercury to 
sell the sets for $25 apiece (in 2014 dollars, this is $241.75), a rather prohibitive price in post-War America 
where even the most expensive 12-inch 78s by noted classical artists sold for no more than $1.25 per disc. Nev-
ertheless, several selections in this album—particularly the Harry Carney-Duke Ellington Sono, Neal Hefti-
Charlie Parker Repetition, Lester Young-Nat Cole I Want to Be Happy, Coleman Hawkins’ Picasso, Ralph 
Burns’ Introspection and George Handy’s The Bloos—are now considered classics, and copies of the original 
album in good condition can fetch as high as $500 on eBay, while the 1994 CD reissue now sells for at least $25. 
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arrangement of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Sheherazade. The first-named of these is a masterpiece of 
construction and orchestration, centered not around a trumpet or a saxophone as one might 
expect but around that least likely of “jazz” instruments, an English horn (played superbly on 
the record by Bill Starkey). Love Tales centers around Tom Pederson’s trombone (with an alto 
sax break by Wilbur Schwartz, Glenn Miller’s former lead clarinetist), but it is the piece and 
its construction/arrangement that grabs one’s attention. Starting off with an introduction that 
verges on movie music, Richards leads into the trombone theme which is one of the most 
beautiful melodies ever written; yet this lyrical theme is interrupted at times by a double-time 
bebop lick played by the trumpets. Sheherazade was written as a feature for the superb clari-
netist Buddy de Franco, who received a Down Beat award on the air preceding the one surviv-
ing performance. It is one of the most stunning jazz treatments of a classical piece I’ve ever 
heard, cutting the extraneous elements and re-forming the piece anew.  

Although Richards, unlike Handy, continued to be a force in jazz writing and arrang-
ing into the 1960s, and despite writing some excellent pieces for large band, very little of his 
later work fell into the same jazz-classical groove as this early work for Raeburn. One of the 
few such pieces to do so was The Ballad of Tappan Zee from 1957, a real composition built 
around the alto sax playing of Gene Quill. Here, Richards showed the full scope of his range, 
turning out a true jazz piece built on classical principles. Indeed, The Ballad of Tappan Zee 
emerges as a sort of mini-concerto (six minutes in length) for alto saxophone and orchestra, 
and I’m surprised that more saxists, classical and jazz, have not discovered it for its superb 
structure and qualities, building as it does from an echt-romantic opening to a rousing finish. 

 
Woody Herman, Stravinsky & Bernstein 
In this brave new world of far-out harmonic and melodic concepts, the one modern 

band the general public gravitated towards was the progressive swing band of Woody Herman 
(1913-1987). By the time of VE day, Herman had completely transformed his “Band That 
Played the Blues” into a fast-paced, high-powered band that played some very modern charts 
by such arrangers as Neal Hefti. Indeed, even today one can listen to such pieces as Apple 
Honey, Wild Root, Your Father’s Moustache and Bijou (Rhumba a la Jazz) as if they were 
recorded yesterday, but as I say, this was a jazz band (as were Fletcher Henderson’s) and, as 
such, they have only a little to offer us in terms of this survey. Yet this first “Herman Herd” 
has a solid place in this book as the orchestra that premiered Stravinsky’s Ebony Rhapsody. 

For decades, the story went that Stravinsky had heard the Herman band and loved their 
music, particularly Bijou, and thus approached them to write a piece for the orchestra. Then 
an alternate story appeared, that it was Herman who approached Stravinsky. Finally, the true 
story was revealed, in part by Ira Gitler in his book Swing to Bop (Oxford University Press, 
1985) and in part by John McDonough, a writer for Tempo magazine. According to Gitler, 
Herman trumpeters Hefti and Pete Candoli were big fans of the Russian composer. After Hefti 
left the band for six months to live in southern California and then returned, Candoli asked 
him if he had met Stravinsky. Hefti, bragging, said he did and that “I played him (our) re-
cords, and he thinks they’re great.” Candoli told this news to Herman, who in turn passed it 
along to Leeds Music, which as fate would have it published both the Herman band’s music 
and that of Stravinsky. The publisher contacted the composer—who, as it turns out, had never 
even heard the band—and proposed that he write a piece for them. The financially struggling 
composer, who had not had the foresight to copyright his “big three” ballet scores back in the 
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days when he worked for Serge Diaghelev’s Ballets Russe, happily agreed.3 It may have put a 
less resourceful composer off when he finally did listen to Herman’s recordings, but Stravin-
sky enjoyed new challenges and to him, musicians were musicians. He figured that if they 
could rip through such scores as Apple Honey and Caldonia, his modest little Ebony Concerto 
would be a snap. 

Unfortunately, it wasn’t. Ebony Concerto was probably the last little masterpiece of 
the composer’s neo-classical period; despite its brevity, it plays in a whimsical way with 
rhythm (fragmented as always with Stravinsky) and the sonority of a genuine jazz orchestra. 
The Herman band’s debut performance of this work, and its subsequent recording for Colum-
bia, have been criticized—the first by critics of the time, who said that it sounded like a pale 
imitation of Stravinsky rather than a work by the great man himself, and the latter by many 
writers down through the decades. Yet the Herman recording, though rather stiff, has its own 
charm, and to my knowledge it is the only debut performance of a work by an acknowledged 
master composer given by a pure jazz band with no classical experience. For contrast, how-
ever, one should also hear one of the better performances of it recorded in later years. My own 
favorite is the one by conductor René Bosc and the Montpelier Symphony Orchestra. Her-
man’s second band of the ‘40s, the so-called Second Herd, recorded far fewer discs than the 
first but will receive more attention in the context of this study. 

After disbanding in December 1946, then reforming his “second Herd” in 1947, Her-
man again created history by commissioning young Leonard Bernstein to write a piece for his 
band. Bernstein, raised in both a jazz and classical tradition, understood his mission more 
clearly than did Stravinsky, and his piece Prelude, Fugue and Riffs was finished in 1949, but 
by the time he finished, Woody had been forced to disband and so neither performed nor re-
corded it. Ironically, it was only premiered in 1955 on a television program where Bernstein 
discussed the relationships between classical music and jazz, with Al Gallodoro as clarinet 
(and alto sax) soloist. It was later recorded by Herman’s rival Benny Goodman, with whom 
the piece became identified, but the music clearly belongs to the brash, exuberant post-World 
War II era. 

Prelude, Fugue and Riffs works extremely well because Bernstein clearly understood 
the idioms he was writing in. The brass and rhythm sections dominate the first movement, the 
saxophones the second, and in the third the clarinet plays a written-out jazz variation that 
sounds improvised though it is not. Interestingly, the music’s rhythms sound much more Stra-
vinskian than normal for Bernstein—except when the trumpet section cuts loose with a loud, 
bluesy passage in the first movement. When the solo clarinet finally emerges in the middle of 
the second movement (titled “Fugue for the saxes”), he is accompanied by piano, then the pi-
ano interacts with solo vibes. (The trumpets also make their way into this “fugue for saxes.”) 
In the last movement, “Riffs for everyone,” the band really has to cut loose rhythmically. I’ve 
heard both the world premiere performance of this piece and one from 1988 which Bernstein 
conducted with members of the Vienna Philharmonic, and although the Vienna musicians did 
their level best they kept botching the syncopations in the last two movements. I am sad to 
say, however, that because academics are much more respectful of Stravinsky than of Bern-
stein, the Ebony Concerto has been kept alive while Bernstein’s piece has failed to become a 
repertoire piece. Bernstein revised the score for a more conventional orchestra, then incorpo-
rated it into a ballet sequence in the first draft of his musical Wonderful Town, but most of the 
music was dropped from the final version of the musical. 

                                                
3 All this information was collated and reported in a column by entertainment writer Larry Kart in the October 9, 
1986 issue of the Chicago Tribune. 
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Eddie Sauter, Round Two 
Almost ironically, the music of Eddie Sauter was also well received during this period, 

partly because he didn’t write very much that was recorded and what he did write sounded 
normal compared to bebop and the far-out experiments of Raeburn and Kenton. Two such 
pieces were written for Artie Shaw’s first postwar band and the last to record for RCA: an 
original whimsically titled The Maid With the Flaccid Air and an extraordinary arrangement 
of Gershwin’s Summertime. Maid With the Flaccid Air is one of those rarities, a fully scored 
jazz composition. Absolutely none of it is improvised, yet it all holds together as a composi-
tion, using a simple yet elusive little melodic fragment which is tossed around and broken up 
with little interludes until the end where the theme is played in two different keys in a diminu-
endo ending. The Sauter arrangement of Summertime practically sweats; there’s no other way 
to describe his unusual and unorthodox scoring of it. I still wonder if the plunger-muted solo 
by trumpeter Roy Eldridge was improvised or not, but if it was Sauter made it fit into the 
whole the same way that Glenn Miller had done with Bobby Hackett’s solos. 

Yet most of the Sauter scores during this period were written for the band of drummer 
Ray McKinley (1910-1995), who spent the war years backing up the Army Air Force band of 
Captain Glenn Miller. Astonishingly, though Sauter only wrote a few scores for Shaw, he 
wrote 27 for McKinley between 1946 and 1950. Sixteen of them were recorded commercially 
for the small Majestic label in 1946-47 (although two of them, The Chief and Comin’ Out, 
were issued on Savoy). When McKinley signed a deal with RCA in 1947, he undoubtedly ex-
pected the same kind of star treatment the label had given to Dizzy Gillespie and Tommy 
Dorsey, but was bitterly disappointed. Though he recorded another ten Sauter scores between 
1947 and 1950, only one (Idiot’s Delight) was issued on 78. Most of them only came out on 
an RCA Camden “budget” LP in 1955, possibly hoping to capitalize on the fame (although 
waning at the time) of the Sauter-Finegan Orchestra. A few were never issued at all; thus the 
impact of these scores had to be made outside of their own time. While it is true that Sauter 
always seemed to be 7-10 years ahead of most of his peers, the irony of the situation wasn’t 
particularly funny to either musician. McKinley, in fact, had to abandon his big band and 
spent several years in limbo until he was hired as the new leader of the Glenn Miller ghost 
band in 1957—and by that time most people only knew his own orchestra from his big hits, 
You’ve Come a Long Way From St. Louis (ironically, on RCA) and Hard-Hearted Hannah.4  

One of the reasons for this sudden outburst of brilliance—truthfully, even better than 
his earlier scores for Norvo and Goodman—was that Sauter studied extensively at this time 
with Stefan Wolpe. Aside of Darius Milhaud, it was Wolpe, more than any other European 
composer, who was most agreeable to teaching so-called “jazz” composers, and although 
Wolpe’s music was primarily in the 12-tone school he did not force his pupils into that box. 
Sauter was quoted as saying that when he began studying with Wolpe in late 1945, it “opened 
up a whole world to me…What Bartók and Stravinsky were doing in those days was not 
[what] I might have been used to hearing. How that fit into the total thing fascinated me, and I 
did want to learn about it. I wanted to learn about Schoenberg. I never got quite to Schoen-

                                                
4 For jazz music historians who may be interested, the scores I was able to aurally verify were written by Sauter 
for the McKinley band were A Jug of Wine, Along With Me, The Carioca, The Seventh Veil, We’ll Gather Lilacs, 
In the Land of the Buffalo Nickel, Sandstorm, Down the Road a Piece, That Little Dream Got Nowhere, Tumble-
bug, Hangover Square, Borderline, Jiminy Crickets, Red Silk Stockings and Green Perfume, Pancho Maximilian 
Hernandeez, Civilization, Mint Julep, Over the Rainbo, The Chief, Comin’ Out (end of the Majestic period, all 
but the first four recorded commercially), Caesar and Cleopatra, McKinley for President, Idiot’s Delight, Cy-
clops, Soon, Pete’s Café and Stardust (these last eight recorded for Victor along with a few from the previous 
batch, but only Idiot’s Delight was issued on 78). 
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berg, it never turned me on the way the others did. It still doesn't. Wolpe was a twelve-tone 
writer, but what a good teacher, what an inspirational human being he was.”5 

The first of these we shall examine, Hangover Square, is one of the few Sauter pieces 
to utilize some proto-bop rhythms and, in fact, opens with what one can call a bop lick. It is 
an uptempo version of the more relaxed Maid With the Flaccid Air in that it is thorough-
composed, using a repeated rhythmic motif taken through various key changes and being in-
terspersed with melodic fragments that sound like the conclusions of phrases. In this almost 
surreal fashion, Sauter created a mini-masterpiece that in my estimation is one of the best 
small compositions of the 20th century. Less well known, but equally fine, is Borderline, re-
corded in 1955: a Rhumba-jazz piece along the same vein as Woody Herman’s better known 
Bijou, Borderline is far more interesting rhythmically and harmonically, especially the fast, 
two-voiced fugal break beginning at 1:21 where Sauter also stretches out the time (repeated 
after the trumpet solo, which is surprisingly futuristic-sounding for the McKinley band). The 
third interesting score, Cyclops, but this was a relatively tame progressive swing piece, also 
with a slight Latin beat. 

Ironically, the scores Sauter wrote during the Victor period were even more adventur-
ous, though most weren’t heard until 1955. Caesar and Cleopatra immediately takes us out-
side the “pure jazz” sphere and places us in the heart of a compositional structure, similar to 
The Maid With the Flaccid Air but even more complex in its writing. The few solos are tightly 
circumscribed and not allowed to ruminate much outside the piece’s form, which develops in 
and of itself. Just as comedian Charlie Chaplin, criticized for not updating the camera tech-
nique of his films, would reply, “My camera work doesn’t need to be interesting; I am inter-
esting,” so too were jazz compositions evolving in such a way that the overall piece was far 
more important now than the solos within it. The sinuous, sensuous melodic contours of The 
Seventh Veil use the alto saxophone soloist (either Ray Beller or Bill Ainsworth) in an obvi-
ously Johnny Hodges vein to carry the tune while the surrounding harmonies are subtly al-
tered and surround the alto with a sort of jazz ballad. The Idiot’s Delight follows its quirky, 
off-rhythm structure into a labyrinth of unresolved extended chords following one another 
like people lost on a city street. Constant upward chromatic movement continue to disorient 
the listener eve as the piece seems to be struggling towards harmonic normality. Considering 
the strangeness of this work, I’m a bit surprised that it was issued on 78 while The Seventh 
Veil was not. As we stumble into the final chorus, the trumpets become more assertive yet the 
stumbling rhythm resolutely remains until the end. Wolpe’s influence was indeed strong—so 
strong, in fact, that Sauter even recommended him to his future musical partner, Bill Finegan, 
and Finegan’s experience with him was, it seems, even more “open” and enthusiastic than 
Sauter’s. “I spent a couple of years with him, and that was a great experience,” Finegan said 
later. “He was unbelievable. I think he was a genius. I don't like to use that term lightly, but I 
think Stefan was. His personality! He was such a volatile, fiery, stimulating guy. He would 
demonstrate things. He would jump up and dance around the room. He'd climb over the sofa 
and go up the stairs and back. He would give you vivid demonstrations of, he used to call 
them, strategies more than techniques in writing. Eddie and I talked to other students of his, 
and they had the same experience with him…he opened so many doors. I'm still looking 
around in some of the areas that he opened up, new concepts of looking at a piece, of how to 
write pieces. He had the quickest eye in scanning a piece and finding unrelated material. He'd 
say, ‘What, what, where does this come from?’ And he’d have me. I’d say, ‘I’m not sure.’ 

                                                
5 1980 interview published in Jazz Oral History Project of the Smithsonian Institute, 187-8 and published online 
at  http://ada.evergreen.edu/~arunc/texts/music/wolpe/wolpe/Eddie_Sauter.html. 
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'Cause he had that great sense of connection from the germ of a thought, the development of 
that germ that all the material derived from in the course of at least that movement of the 
piece. And no left field material, you know. 

“Eddie and I discovered as we went along that we both had all these principles and 
strategies, to use Wolpe's word, and felt that they were very important. Register contrast, 
that's why we did it in our band [Sauter-Finegan Orchestra]. Contrast in rhythms, for a period, 
don't move, just hold still. That’s the best contrast to a lot of movement. Wolpe used to talk 
about composed silence, that some of the most dramatic moments in music is when every-
thing stops, and that loaded silence that occurs for a few seconds. You just let it lay there for a 
minute. There's drama, y’know.”6 

If anything, Cyclops is just as difficult to follow despite its “regular” jazz rhythm, the 
music starting off in fourths but quickly morphing into an 11th chord. As the piece progresses 
towards the solo spots, Sauter throws a few monkey wrenches into both the harmony and the 
rhythm; in the final chorus, the tutti chords are C11 with the trumpets joyously exulting on a 
D. Blue Moon was actually arranged by Deane Kincaide, the same man who wrote the famous 
arrangement of Pinetop’s Boogie Woogie for Tommy Dorsey in 1938, but working in close 
quarters with Sauter had definitely left its impression. Unlike many of his other scores for the 
McKinley band during this period, Blue Moon has so many Sauter earmarks (the subtly shift-
ing chromatic movement in the harmony, the unusual timbral mixtures in the orchestration) 
that it is not only easy to confuse it for a Sauter score but, even more astonishingly, confuse it 
for the mature work of the Sauter-Finegan Orchestra that would not be formed until two years 
later. From its bitonal opening through its use of flutes and clarinets over the saxes with trom-
bones playing in rhythmic counterpoint, the way Kincaide keeps “leaning” the tonic from its 
primary D to the lower D-flat and back again (with muted trumpets following on an E, which 
thus makes it a ninth chord), the sudden jump to the key of B-flat for the trombone solo—all 
these, and more, clearly show at least the influence of Sauter on Kincaide, an arranger often 
overlooked in jazz histories. 

Again, as we survey the other bands and musicians, always remember that none of this 
music was being created outside of everything else, but rather was all part of a trend towards 
modernity that intermixed with the more “purely” jazz performances of small groups. 

 
Art Tatum, again 
During the period in which Nat “King” Cole and Bud Powell emerged as progressive 

pianists with fertile ideas and brilliant techniques, Tatum was still holding his own. In fact, if 
anything his musical conceptions had become more wide-ranging in scope and better con-
gealed as unified performances. These later versions of such tunes as How High the Moon, 
Tenderly, Begin the Beguine, Willow Weep for Me, Tenderly and especially Yesterdays 
achieved an almost classical form in terms of exposition and development that remain star-
tling to this day. Tatum’s way of dissecting and reconstructing these pieces came very close to 
the kind of reconstruction and variations one heard from such composers as York Bowen or 
Rachmaninov, including running bass lines, passages in which each hand played different 
rhythms independent of the other, and the use of passing tones as a means of shifting the en-
tire direction of the improvisation. Small wonder that even the great Bud Powell feared direct 
competition with him. Once, bragging to Tatum that he could now play runs as fast as 
Tatum’s with his right hand, the older pianist just laughed and said, “Anything you play with 

                                                
6 From Jazz Oral History Project of the Smithsonian Institute, Tapes 3-A, 3-B. Interview: JB, Monroe, Connecti-
cut, 17-18 September, 1992.  http://ada.evergreen.edu/~arunc/texts/music/wolpe/wolpe/Bill_Finegan.html 
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your right hand, I’ll play with my left.” Powell felt so intimidated that he never bothered to 
show Tatum what he could do. As good as he was—and he was superb—Powell was probably 
right to do so. How good was Tatum? Not one pianist—and I’ve heard a bunch of them—can 
duplicate the incredible feathery yet accurate touch that he had. In latter years a computer 
program at Zenph Studios digitally recreated Tatum’s 1949 Shrine Auditorium concert, in-
cluding How High the Moon. Yesterdays and Willow Weep for Me. The recreation is note-
perfect, yet even the computer cannot “sweep” the keys with Tatum’s finesse and panache. 

 
Ellington, Round Three 
For whatever reason or reasons, Duke Ellington’s output after 1945 began to deterio-

rate into pseudo-classical pieces, yet there were still some rather interesting works to emerge 
from this period. At his January 1946 Carnegie Hall concert, Ellington premiered a little suite 
titled simply A Tonal Group. Each of the three pieces (possibly written by Strayhorn with El-
lington) had typically cutesy titles despite being surprisingly fine music. The middle one, 
Fugue-a-ditty, which had the distinction of being a slow piece (like those in Bach’s Art of the 
Fugue) rather than uptempo (like Bach Goes to Town or Savitt’s Little Fugue) greatly im-
pressed young pianist John Lewis, who later formed the Modern Jazz Quartet. Yet perhaps the 
most fascinating, and forward-looking piece from this period is Tonk, a piano duet by Elling-
ton and Strayhorn. For the first time in several years, Ellington plays with fairly advanced 
harmonic concepts which in turn dictates both the melodic structure (quirky and elusive) and 
the duo-improvisation that follows. Surprisingly, RCA Victor allowed him to record this piece 
in 1946, but shortly after the label cut him loose, whereupon he moved to rival Columbia. One 
of the better pieces he recorded for that label—harmonically less adventurous but experiment-
ing with texture and incorporating a wordless vocal as he had used already in Creole Love 
Call and Transbluency was On a Turquoise Cloud, on which he used soprano Kay Davis, but 
this was a rare moment of success. So, too, was his first arrangement using strings, Sono, re-
corded for Norman Granz’s Jazz Scene album as a feature for baritone saxist Harry Carney 
(who is almost an underrated baritone saxist even though he practically pioneered the instru-
ment in jazz). Whether arranged by Ellington or Strayhorn, who played piano on the session, 
one of the more interesting passages has the strings rising higher and higher as Carney plays, 
creating an almost weird tension until, suddenly, a climax is reached, following which Stray-
horn’s piano tumbles down the scale to relieve it.  

The sad fact is that during this period Ellington began sounding dated to most younger 
jazz musicians as well as more adventurous critics. True, he supported and encouraged such 
adventurous bands as those of Raeburn, Eckstine (before it collapsed) and Earl Hines, but any 
whiff of bop tended to turn him away. As noted earlier, and as will be noted throughout the 
remainder of this book, Ellington had a sentimental streak a mile wide, and this often hindered 
his progress as a true composer, particularly turning him away from any advanced classical 
thinking of his time. A writer for the Radio and TV Mirror wrote in April 1948, “A good 
many Ellington fans on the ‘solid’ side may be somewhat surprised to learn that the Duke’s 
taste runs the musical gamut. For example, he definitely goes for the sweet dance rhythms of 
Guy Lombardo and Vaughn Monroe, both of whom get top ratings with him.”7 One of the 
very few adventurous compositions was The Clothed Woman, which he introduced at the 
Carnegie Hall concert of December 26, 1947 and recorded for Columbia four days later, but 
the studio recording, which rushed the music and cut the band down to a mere sextet plus El-

                                                
7 Johnson, Aaron J., A Date With the Duke: Ellington on Radio (published in The Musical Quarterly Advance 
Access, February 20, 2014, http://mq.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2013/11/18/musqtl.gdt014.extract) 
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lington, was not, in my view, half as effective. The Carnegie Hall performances (two of them, 
one day apart) featured a portentous orchestral introduction omitted from the studio recording, 
and both the more relaxed pace (these performances run over four minutes) and the orchestral 
interjections are far more effective. The Clothed Woman is the closest Ellington ever came to 
writing really modern jazz, its enigmatic and almost (but not quite—it’s rooted in F with 
greatly extended chords) atonal opening section leads into a dissonant tune followed by play-
ful stride piano from Ellington. Oddly, he never performed this piece after 1962. Pianist 
Marian McPartland, hearing him perform it at the Hickory House Restaurant when she was 
the house pianist, worked hard to learn it and surprised him with a performance of it one 
night.8 In the entire pantheon of Ellingtonia, The Clothed Woman holds a unique position 
never really challenged or surpassed. 

One of the most enigmatic episodes in the Ellington story concerns a commission from 
the NBC Symphony Orchestra to write a piece for symphony orchestra and jazz band—the 
first such work of its kind ever produced. The result was Harlem, premiered in New York on 
January 21, 1951, but this performance—and the next three that followed on February 9, De-
cember 7, 1951 (a recording session for Columbia) and January 5, 1952—had no symphony 
orchestra of any sort on it, merely the Ellington band with a couple of violinists. Helping to 
unravel this mystery is an online article by Stanley Slome, former Secretary of the Los Ange-
les chapter of the Duke Ellington Society, originally published in the Ellington Society of the 
U.K. publication Blue Light, Vols. 4-1 and 4-2 (http://ellingtonweb.ca/Slome-Harlem.htm). 
Sifting through the various and sometimes conflicting information in the article (which Slome 
admits is confusing and conflicting), what it seems to come to is that the NBC Symphony 
commissioned the work, not music director Arturo Toscanini; that the full score, including the 
symphonic parts, was actually completed by Luther Henderson; and that the first actual per-
formance of the full score wasn’t performed until 1955, in the same concert that saw the pre-
miere of Night Creature. This concert was given by the Symphony of the Air, which is what 
the NBC Symphony became after RCA-NBC liquidated the orchestra’s contract following the 
retirement of Toscanini, and the conductor was Don Gillis (1912-1978), a very talented musi-
cian who had been Toscanini’s assistant conductor at NBC and more sympathetic to jazz-
oriented works. In fact, he had written a whimsical piece called Symphony 5 ½, more of a 
mixture of classical form with “hootenanny” music, albeit with a jazz kick in the first move-
ment, which Toscanini actually performed and recorded—not for RCA Victor, but on V-Discs 
for the entertainment of the troops. Slome’s article also reminds one that 1951 was the year 
the then-83-year-old conductor injured his hip, forcing him to stop conducting for the season 
after the concert of February 17. Whether he balked at conducting it when he saw the score or 
had to relinquish this duty due to the injury is unknown, but those are the facts as they stand. 

As for the music, it is more a pastiche of various themes and tunes than a thorough-
composed piece. That being said, it is punchy and effective in its own way, something like 
Black (from BB&B) without the seams showing. Moreover, Henderson’s scoring enhances its 
impact, blending symphonic instruments (full string and wind sections along with French 
horns) in and out of the Ellington band’s own texture with great effectiveness. There is a re-
markable pizzicato string passage in counterpoint (the basses playing one rhythm, the violins 
another) behind Harry Carney’s baritone sax solo, and future appearances by alto saxist 
Johnny Hodges and plunger trumpeter Cootie Williams likewise emerge from the coalesced 
sound of the symphony orchestra. Of course, I am judging here the only commercial re-

                                                
8 According to Ken Dryden at http://www.allmusic.com/song/the-clothed-woman-mt0028388408. 
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cording of the music, made in 1963 with the Paris Symphony Orchestra. I don’t know if ste-
reo tapes for this performance exist, but the CD issue, oddly, is in mono. 

 
Donald Phillips’ Concerto in Jazz 
One of the most pleasant surprises I encountered while researching this book was the 

Concerto in Jazz for Piano and Orchestra by Donald Phillips (1914-1994), an English pop 
tune and film score songwriter who is almost unknown in America. Born in Dalston, East 
London, Phillips apparently had almost no formal training yet was spotted and encouraged at 
age 14 by music writer-publisher Lawrence Wright. Phillips joined the British Musicians’ Un-
ion at the age of 22 and remained a member until the end of his life. He also served in the en-
tertainment unit of the RAF during World War II, so he might have had some interactions 
with Captain (later Major) Glenn Miller, who included a certain amount of British music in 
his famous AAF Band concerts. Afterwards he acted as an accompanist for such major stars 
as Chico Marx, Dick Valentine, Shirley Bassey, Alan Jones, Dick Emery and Anita Harris. 

As one might expect, Phillips’ Concerto in Jazz is very tuneful and melodic, yet it is 
also surprisingly well developed and well constructed as music. There is a slow theme starting 
at about 4:33 that sounds like a cross between Gershwin and Gordon Jenkins, but is not as 
saccharine as the latter and blends better into the fabric of the piece than the slow melody of 
the former’s Rhapsody in Blue. One fascinating things about the performance I discovered is 
that it is conducted by Annunzio Paolo Mantovani, the same Mantovani who a few years later 
would embark on his long series of soporific string-section sludge recordings for Decca-
London that made him internationally famous. The Phillips concerto is lightweight but a lot of 
fun and the way he intersplices and uses his themes shows that he had real ability. At just a bit 
over eight minutes long, it is the kind of piece that could certainly be used as a curtain-raiser 
for a concert of more serious jazz-classical works, or perhaps as an encore. 

 
Artie Shaw plays classical 
Unlike his colleague Benny Goodman, who was always being invited to play classical 

works after his 1938 perusal of the Mozart Clarinet Quintet, Artie Shaw never had such invi-
tations. Of course, some of this may have been due to his unpleasant combination of an over-
weening ego and disdain for his listeners. Some of it may have been spurred by the poor mu-
sical quality of his own Concerto for Clarinet. We may never know for sure; but in 1947, 
Shaw spent his own money to hire Hershey Kay to arrange a number of legitimate classical 
pieces for clarinet and chamber orchestra and Alan Shulman to write two further pieces for 
clarinet and string quartet. Shaw then paid for the recording sessions himself—ironically, not 
for RCA Victor, the label for his jazz bands between 1938 and 1945, but for Columbia Mas-
terworks. The resultant album, New Music for Clarinet, apparently sold poorly; it was never 
reissued on LP, and only appeared on CD in the early 21st century. 

Among the pieces Shaw played in this album were Debussy’s Petite Piece, Morton 
Gould’s Guajira, Enrique Granados’ well-known Andaluza, Milhaud’s Corcovado No. 7 and 
Poulenc’s Valse. All the performances are superb, showing off Shaw’s full, liquid tone to per-
fection, but best of all were probably the two Shulman originals, Mood in Question and Ren-
dezvous for Clarinet and Strings. These he recorded with the New Music Quartet, one of the 
most adventurous American string quartets of the time, and Shulman, skillfully walking the 
tightrope between jazz and classical music, masterfully crafted the interplay between the solo-
ist and quartet. These are true “third stream” pieces, possibly the first of their kind ever re-
corded, and what helps their effectiveness is the fact that the New Music Quartet knew how to 
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swing—a rarity for a classically-trained string quartet in the late ‘40s. Of the two pieces, Ren-
dezvous with its shifting rhythms is the more adventurous, but both are quite good. 

Coming from about the same time, I should like to bring attention to one of the most 
stunning arrangements I’ve ever heard, Elliot Lawrence’s (b. 1925) performance of Debussy’s 
Clair de lune (1947). With the exception of a marvelous jazz recording of Gerry Mulligan’s 
Elevation, the Lawrence band is scarcely remembered today, but this version of the Debussy 
evergreen, recorded not commercially but for V-Disc, is one of the finest I’ve ever heard. 
Lawrence (on piano) and his orchestra pay very close attention to dynamics and nuance, and 
the overall performance has an integrity and ethereal sound that must be heard to be believed. 

 
Benny goes Bop 
While Shaw was finally dipping his toes into the waters of classical music, his rival 

Goodman was finally discovering bebop—as well as exploring a little jazz-classical fusion of 
his own. The fusion piece was, of all things, Jascha Heifetz’s favorite encore piece, Dinicu’s 
Hora Staccato. Arranged for an orchestra that included strings (the first and only recording 
session of jazz-styled music that Goodman ever made with strings), Goodman negotiated the 
tricky tune flawlessly, albeit with more legato than staccato. His bebop band of 1948-49 was a 
different matter; here, he largely played arrangements by the brilliant Chico O’Farrill that al-
lowed him to solo in a bop manner with a group of younger musicians (including the great 
and vastly underrated tenor saxist Wardell Gray), but of all the pieces this band played the one 
that fits into the style discussed in this book is Mary Lou Williams’ original piece, Lonely 
Moments. Williams was, like so many musicians not covered in this book, a brilliant jazz so-
loist and also an excellent jazz writer and arranger (though why no one today ever plays any 
of her pieces is beyond me), but mostly in a purely jazz vein. In Lonely Moments, however, 
she managed to create a real composition with an unusual opening theme using long pauses as 
part of the melodic structure. To his credit, Goodman played each and every chart written for 
his band with his usual perfection and high standards in rehearsing and routining; his weak-
ness was that he was never fully committed to bop as a style, constantly reverting to the old 
style and old charts that had made his name. 

 
The Dave Brubeck Octet 
Meanwhile, on the West Coast, a young pianist named Dave Brubeck (1920-2012) 

who came from a family of musicians originally went to college to study veterinary medicine 
but later switched to music. After graduating in 1942, he went into the Army and shortly after 
married his sweetheart Iola and became a student at Mills College in Oakland so that he could 
study composition with Darius Milhaud. The interesting thing with this situation was that al-
though Milhaud, despite his having based La creation du Monde on jazz rhythms, was not 
really a jazz composer, but he allowed Brubeck and other young jazz-crazy musicians in his 
class to write their composition exercises within a jazz expression. In other words, as long as 
the music followed the principles Milhaud taught, he didn’t mind if it was a jazz composition 
or not. This liberal attitude endeared Milhaud to his pupils and to a certain extent led to the 
creation of the Dave Brubeck Octet in 1947. 

The members of the group included the Collins brothers (Dick on trumpet and Bob on 
trombone), Bill Smith on clarinet and baritone sax, Dave van Kreidt on tenor sax, and Cal 
Tjader on drums. Paul Desmond and Bob Cummins alternated on alto sax, while Jack Weeks 
and Ron Crotty alternated on bass. Their music represented the first of its kind. Their original 
pieces and arrangements of older standards followed the principles of latter-day (post-1920) 
French classical music while using the instrumentation and rhythms of jazz. One of the most 
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unusual exceptions is their reconfiguration of The Prisoner’s Song, a piece originally recorded 
back in the 1920s by Tennessee tenor Vernon Dalhart and then played as a swing piece by the 
Bunny Berigan band in the 1930s. Brubeck’s version begins with a bizarre introduction by 
trumpet and alto sax in 9/8, the melody compacted and missing several notes. This rhythmic 
figure then continues underneath the trombone and clarinet playing the melody, this time in 
more recognizable fashion, but still with notes removed. The clarinet and tenor sax then lead 
into a formal canon on the melody with altered chords. The final chorus assumes a rhythm, 
and a melodic structure, oddly similar to the Christmas carol Good King Wenceslas, in the key 
of A; before a pause and a final, long-held chord in D-flat…the whole of it played in one 
minute and seven seconds. On Playland at the Beach, which runs a whopping 1:33, the band 
explores a quirky 6/8 tune in which both the beats and the melodic placement are continually 
altered, with interludes in a martial-sounding 4/4 and 3/4.  I continue to wonder why the 
Brubeck Quartet, although certainly a fine and not uninteresting group, has become almost 
iconic while the Octet continues to be shoved to the margins of jazz history. Possibly it is due 
to its very classical bias that it is ignored; with its stress on complex charts and innovations in 
both linear and vertical movement within each piece, swing was not always a priority with the 
Octet. Moreover, since the music still sounds modern even today (something that cannot al-
ways be said of other ‘40s bands, not even those of Raeburn, Kenton or Dizzy Gillespie), it 
strikes me as plausible that its complexity still baffles listeners. Indeed, there is a transcription 
disc of the band’s audition for a proposed NBC radio show where they play How High the 
Moon in different jazz styles from Dixieland (!) to modern, and by the time one reaches the 
“real” Brubeck Octet style the average listener would be totally lost. That’s how far out this 
group sounded then and still sounds today. 

Nearly everything this exquisite group recorded is a gem, but I was particularly drawn 
to Serenade Suite, The Prisoner’s Song, Schizophrenic Scherzo, Rondo, Playland at the 
Beach, What is This Thing Called Love?, Prelude and Fugue on Bop Themes. As in the case 
of many of George Handy’s scores, the overall sound of the group is occasionally so strictly 
classical that their connection to jazz—at least, jazz as it was known since the late 1920s—
seems tenuous at best. All their sonorities are sharply etched, the dissonances almost pur-
posely grating in order to bring attention to the work’s structure rather than merely to provide 
entertainment. And yet, possibly because it was just so incongruous to hear The Prisoner’s 
Song with astringent chords and staccato rhythms, or a thrice-familiar tune like What is This 
Thing Called Love? suddenly morphing into a contrapuntal web of conflicting sounds, one is 
continually fascinated and held in thrall by the music of this marvelous band. Struggling for 
money, Brubeck, Crotty and Tjader (doubling on vibes as well as drums) formed the first 
Dave Brubeck Trio in 1949-50 to help keep the Octet afloat, but the handwriting was on the 
wall and it wasn’t good. By 1951 the Octet was gone and the more famous Quartet, to be cov-
ered in depth in the next chapter, was born. 

 
Dizzy Gillespie & George Russell 
John Birks “Dizzy” Gillespie (1917-1993) was undoubtedly the greatest horn soloist in 

the new style after Parker. In some ways, in fact, it was Dizzy and not Bird who truly invented 
bop rhythm, which was angular and irregular as compared to the standard way of playing so-
los that had been codified by Louis Armstrong. He first began experimenting with these frac-
tured rhythms while playing trumpet with the big band of Teddy Hill in 1937, later expanding 
his style with the orchestras of Cab Calloway, Earl Hines and Billy Eckstine before forming 
his own group in 1945. Before that event, however, he had freelanced with Boyd Raeburn and 
Red Norvo on records, and the latter session (for the small Dial label) is one of the most fas-
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cinating of all Norvo compositions, showing his grasp of this fledgling jazz form at as time 
when few of his generation had a clue what they were doing. The tune was titled Congo 
Blues, and the lineup included both Parker and Gillespie as well as tenor saxist Flip Phillips, 
pianist Teddy Wilson, bassist Slam Stewart and drummer J.C. Heard. What makes this a 
composition and not just a tune is its odd construction: after the drummer sets up a syncopated 
rhythm on the snare, the bassist plays a drone on a chord of B-flat and the E-flat beneath as 
Gillespie (muted) improvises above him, switching the lower note up a E-natural and then up 
to F, creating a weird tension with the soloist. This tension is released at the break, where the 
rhythm section suddenly jumps in double-time while the soloist (Gillespie first, then Parker) 
improvise above them. Possibly the most interesting soloist in this group (other than Norvo) is 
Wilson; one would think he’d be lost in this fast company, but surprisingly he acquits himself 
very well, working shifting harmonies into his left hand during the fast-break portion of his 
solo. The piece comes to a satisfying conclusion after Slam Stewart’s odd solo in which he 
hums along with his bass (his trademark style) as Gillespie and Parker, playing in unison, cre-
ate an out-chorus that ties the piece together. 

A certain amount of interest is also found in an odd session that Gillespie, shortly after 
recording his first 1946 discs under his own name for RCA Victor (the septet versions of 52nd 
Street Theme, Old Man Rebop, A Night in Tunisia and Anthropology), made with his quartet 
(Gillespie, pianist Al Haig, bassist Ray Brown and drummer Roy Haynes) and a large orches-
tra of strings and woodwinds arranged and directed by Johnny Richards. These discs were the 
first ever in which a star jazzman appeared with such an ensemble, the prototype of so many 
“(name)-with-strings” discs to come from the late 1940s through the early 1960s, and to be 
honest even a gifted arranger like Richards couldn’t do very much with the function of the 
strings and winds in three of the four titles they recorded that day. Nevertheless, Why Do I 
Love You?, worked the best in coalescing the jazz and ersatz-classical elements into a coher-
ent structure where each side complemented and “completed” the other. Sadly, neither this 
disc nor the other three were released until the 1970s9, although it is probably certain that Gil-
lespie played the test pressings for his close musical friends such as alto saxist Charlie Parker. 

Yet it was with his own orchestra that Gillespie made some of his finest contributions. 
Aside from the fact that he was the first bandleader to introduce what became known as a 
mambo beat into jazz, via the frantic arrangements of Walter “Gil” Fuller and the equally 
frantic playing of Cuban bongo player Chano Pozo (1915-1948), Gillespie could and did write 
a few fine pieces and arrangements of his own. We’ve already examined his finest piece, A 
Night in Tunisia, in the recording he made with the Raeburn band, but one should also listen 
to Woody’n You, a piece he first wrote for the Woody Herman band (which never recorded it) 
for its unusual use of minor modes in a descending pattern until the tonic is reached and its 
equally unusual break in the middle. I’ve never heard this piece played by anyone else in the 
hundreds of jazz concerts I’ve heard, and have always thought that it is precisely because it is 
a difficult composition to improvise on. Of the various pieces that Gil Fuller wrote for the 
band, the one that qualifies as a composition and not merely a “tune” is Swedish Suite, which 
ironically has absolutely nothing in it that sounds remotely Swedish but, rather, like a typical 
Latin-tinged bop piece, yet its excellent introduction and well-crafted succession of themes do 
indeed lend it the feel of a “suite” of tunes. In addition, Gillespie’s own arrangement of the 
old standard Lover, Come Back to Me works very well as a composition, starting out as a jazz 

                                                
9 The recordings were meant to be issued as a tribute album to recently-deceased composer Jerome Kern, but the 
Kern Estate balked when they heard Gillespie’s solos, complaining that they didn’t stick closely enough to the 
melody, thus the whole session was unissued. 
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waltz (a real rarity, particularly in the bop era) with chord substitutions before swinging into a 
high-gear 4/4 as Gillespie rides above the band playing mind-boggling variations. 

Lovers of Latin jazz will point (and rightly so) to a piece such as Manteca¸ with its 
strong, repetitive rhythms and pounding conga and bongo drums, as a seminal work of the 
genre, but posterity values Cubano Be, Cubano Bop much more highly. Written for Gillespie 
by a very young George Russell (1923-2009), the 1946 recording of this work was spread out 
over two sides of a 78. The first half builds a modal web of sound out of which the trumpet 
soloist emerges, playing not an improvisation but a scored passage (another case where “just 
anything” will evidently not do), and the music continues to develop until the halfway point. 
In the second portion, what one hears is chanting over bongos, building up a rhythmic motif 
that eventually explodes in a frenzied orchestral climax. Cubano Be, Cubano Bop is certainly 
not the best or most complex of Russell’s scores, but it was a start, and although the original 
Gillespie recording is considered a classic I much prefer Russell’s own stereo remake of this 
piece as it allows us to hear the orchestral counterpoint more clearly and proportionately. In 
addition, Sabu Martinez’s bongo playing and chanting are just as hypnotic as Pozo’s own. 

Although Gillespie’s RCA recording of this piece got Russell’s name out into the jazz 
community, it was to be two more years before others took a dip in the waters of his unusual 
composing and arranging mind. In 1949-50, three exceptional recordings of his work were 
made by three different bands, none of which sold very well and, in fact, one of which (an 
original composition titled A Bird in Igor’s Yard by the Buddy de Franco big band) wasn’t 
issued until 23 years after it was made. The Russell arrangement of Juan Tizol’s Caravan for 
the Charlie Ventura orchestra, however, was released, and it is one of the most complex 
pieces of its time. A Bird in Igor’s Yard is far more complex, atonal lines literally bouncing 
around from different sections of the band while de Franco plays his clarinet lines over it. One 
commentator, Jeff Sultanof, believes that the music closer resembles the work of Stefan 
Wolpe than that of Stravinsky,10 which makes sense when you consider that Russell, too, 
studied with Wolpe, but whatever the case it remains a difficult and thorny work to assess. 
The third Russell score of the era was another rearrangement, this time of an innocuous pop 
tune called Similau for Artie Shaw. Similau was one of the earliest pseudo-exotica tunes ever 
written, a hit for Desi Arnaz before he began his successful TV show with wife Lucille Ball, 
and performed in the late 1940s-early ‘50s by Ray McKinley, Caterina Valente and others. 
This time, despite further experiments with chromatic movement, close-interval tone clusters 
and a thorough deconstruction of the tune, a clear structure can be discerned. It is, however, 
undoubtedly the darkest and most sinister big band recording ever made and certainly the 
strangest of all Shaw recordings. 

In 1951, Russell unveiled another original composition, this time for alto saxist Char-
lie Parker during his three-year experiment with a string section. Titled Ezz-thetic, it was a 
new piece written over the chord changes of Cole Porter’s Love for Sale for alto sax and 
strings (three violins, viola, cello and rhythm section). There is no evidence that Parker actu-
ally played it—it may have been too difficult for his string band to perform—but the score, 
with an added harp part, has been reconstructed by Jeffrey Sultanof and posted online.11 The 
first recording of Ezz-thetic was made in 1951 by a small combo led by alto saxist Lee Konitz. 
Despite the use of extended chord positions that determine the melody and elements of po-
lyphony, Ezz-thetic is a much more accessible composition than most of those by Russell, 
then or since, and so is his only piece to become a jazz standard. Yet this is most assuredly a 

                                                
10 Posted at Jazz.com, http://www.jazz.com/music/2009/1/19/buddy-defranco-a-bird-in-igor-s-yard 
11 The score may be found at www.ejazzlines.com/mc_files/2/ezzthetic_jlp-8020.pdf. 
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real composition, despite having openings for solo improvisation. On the original recording, 
there seem to be two contrasting themes or melodies at work, opposing one another, the busy 
line for the alto sax and the slower-moving melody played behind him by the trumpet (in the 
original Bird-with-strings score, Parker is given the busy theme and the slower-moving one is 
scored for the accompanying string band). Typically of Russell’s work, there are several mo-
ments in this piece where both the harmony and rhythms clash rather than mesh; Russell was 
all about rhythmic as well as harmonic displacement. On the original recording, it is only 
when Konitz plays his solo that the texture becomes less dense, being a fairly typical solo-
over-rhythm-section, yet at 1:47 the trumpet plays and out-of-rhythm passage behind him for 
six bars, then after an interval of nine bars this strange figure is repeated. Russell continued to 
use elements like these that seemed to come from out of nowhere to break up and add interest 
to his compositions and arrangements, regardless of their complexity or length. 
 

Coleman Hawkins & Charlie Parker 
Among the most famous and influential of jazz soloists, neither Coleman Hawkins 

(1904-1969) nor Charlie Parker were among those who contributed greatly to the genre of 
jazz-classical fusion, yet during this period they did provide some moments of interest. In 
Hawkins’ case it was but one recording, the groundbreaking Picasso (1948), issued as part of 
that innovative Jazz Scene album. In one respect there was nothing innovative about Picasso 
in that it was a typical Hawkins improvisation, working vertically around the chord structure 
as he had done in virtually all his recordings since 1927. The fascinating thing about Picasso 
is that it is an entirely improvised piece of music, and one in which Hawkins plays a cappella 
with no backup musicians whatever. It was the first time in history that a jazz musician had 
flown solo like that; not even Armstrong had attempted anything like it. Moreover, the chord 
structure of Picasso, though tonal, did not really match any existing tune although it resem-
bles a few such. The amazing thing about Picasso is that it holds together as a composition. 
One could say that this was to be expected from the man who had given us Body and Soul in 
1939, certainly one of the most influential jazz recordings ever made, but as one listens to 
chorus after chorus on Picasso one is amazed at the saxophonist’s fluency but even more by 
his ability to tie each succeeding chorus into the one preceding.  

Hawkins probably conceived of Picasso as a one-off, but as it turns out, he created a 
companion piece to this in 1962 at the Brussels Jazz Festival. This one, titled Dali, is more 
rhythmically fractioned in the beginning but more melodic and tuneful in its central passages. 
Here, too, one hears snippets that one thinks are from existing tunes, yet somehow they don’t 
quite fit. What’s interesting about Dali is that, by and large, Hawkins is thinking more hori-
zontally than vertically. By this time he was apparently more influenced by Parker, Lester 
Young than he had been in 1948, and possibly even by the younger Sonny Rollins. 

As for Parker, he too was largely a solo artist, the most innovative saxist of his time, 
but during the first decade of his career he seemed to have little proclivity for including him-
self inside a structure, i.e. of making himself one voice in a multi-layered setting. Charles 
Mingus (who we shall discuss soon) once said that Parker called him up in the middle of the 
night one time and put on a recording of Stravinsky’s Firebird, over which he improvised an 
entirely new line. Mingus was stunned by his invention in such complex music, but for what-
ever reason Parker seems to have never performed this or any similar feat again, certainly not 
in public. In 1948, however, he heard Neal Hefti’s composition for big band, Repetition, that 
was to be included on the Jazz Scene album, and was so excited by it that he insisted on being 
allowed to overdub a solo in the second half of the record. This was not the first overdubbed 
recording in jazz history—that honor goes to Sidney Bechet’s 1941 RCA recording of The 
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Sheik of Araby—but it was the first time anyone had ever dubbed an improvised solo over an 
already-existing orchestral record. To a certain extent, one could claim that there was nothing 
“classical” about this: Hefti’s tune was a relatively undistinguished Latin-tinged piece, albeit 
using strings (and in a relatively interesting way, for once), but what amazes the listener is 
how well Parker’s improvised solo fits into the composition, sounding like an extra voice in 
the composed structure and not like a “riff on Repetition,” so to speak. In other words, 
Parker’s solo doesn’t just complement Repetition, it completes it. 

This experiment was the first of several in which Parker would flirt with a large en-
semble, leading to a two-year flirtation with string sections. It began as a desire to learn much 
more about European classical music than he already knew; he wanted to commission a work 
from Stefan Wolpe, and approached composer Edgard Varèse to take him as a student. Varèse 
later recalled Bird’s visits: “He stopped by my place a number of times. He’d come in and 
exclaim, ‘Take me as you would a baby and teach me music. I only write in one voice. I want 
to have structure. I want to write orchestra scores…’ He spoke of being tired of the environ-
ment his work relegated him to: ‘I’m so steeped in this and can’t get out,’ he said.”12 Ironi-
cally, Varèse eventually agreed to take Parker as a student after he returned from France 
where he was working on Déserts, but by the time he returned to New York, Parker was dead 
of a heroin overdose. 

 In order to satisfy his cravings, Parker began recording and playing “concert” ar-
rangements of pop tunes with strings and woodwinds. Critic Gary Giddins and several others 
have wondered why Parker didn’t turn to other, more advanced writers whose work he knew 
well, i.e., Thelonious Monk or Charles Mingus. Said Giddins, “He did express interest in 
working with Gil Evans, who had orchestrated some of his tunes for the Claude Thornhill or-
chestra, but a temperamental difference between them is suggested by this statement by Ev-
ans: “[Miles Davis] did what Charlie might have done if at that time Charlie had been ready to 
use himself as a voice, as part of an overall picture, instead of a straight soloist.”13 As a substi-
tute Parker turned to string-and-wind arrangements, undoubtedly inspired by Gillespie’s 1946 
experiments with a similar group. His first foray came in the studio, where three titles (unis-
sued and not known) were recorded with strings in 1948. A year later, six tunes were recorded 
at Norman Granz’s studio and issued, all with very pedestrian charts by Jimmy Carroll. The 
best of these, Just Friends, became one of Bird’s own favorite recordings. Eight more were 
made in 1950 with even worse charts by Joe Lippman, one of which was Easy to Love. 
Around this time Parker decided to go public with a string-and-wind ensemble (making him 
the first jazz musician to perform “live” with strings), but he commissioned Jimmy Mundy to 
write a new version of Easy to Love, which he premiered at Birdland in August of that year. 
For once, the strings swing behind the soloist and there is an interesting 8/4 release played 
pizzicato by the strings with an accent on the first beat of each bar. The other string arrange-
ment that works splendidly as an ensemble performance is an uncredited version of Laura, in 
which a transcendent Parker soars brilliantly above a relaxed yet well-scored oboe-and-strings 
arrangement.  

Flawed though they are, these pieces with strings would appear to be Parker’s only 
contributions to the genre, but in July of 1951, while visiting his mother in Kansas City, Bird 
sat in with the famous Woody Herman herd for an evening. Those who love Four Brothers 
constantly point to this performance, but in all honesty Parker seemed to be feeling his way 

                                                
12 This famous quote has appeared a number of times, perhaps most recently in an article on Varèse and his mu-
sic, “Edgard Varèse: in wait for the future” by Gillian Moore (The Guardian, 8 April 2010). 
13 From the notes to the LP album Bird With Strings (Columbia 34832, 1977). 
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through the changes, at one point sounding very tentative indeed. Yet from the same concert 
there is a performance of Tiny Kahn’s Leo the Lion, a typical bop-influenced blues piece from 
the period, and on this Parker is absolutely mind-boggling. The first two saxophone soloists 
are merely very good (possibly Dick Hafer and Bill Perkins, as it sounds like them), but 
Parker completely re-composes the piece by playing across the top of everything. At one 
point, he even throws in a few licks that presage John Coltrane’s “sheets of sound,” followed 
by a time-fractioned passage that resembles Eric Dolphy. Here, indeed, one can hear what 
might have been had Parker been able to study with Varèse or Stefan Wolpe. This is a bril-
liant conception that, although built on the tune, completely transforms it into a composi-
tion—and one, I might add, that I have not heard equaled by any contemporary composer, no 
matter how famous or brilliant. 

 
Ralph Burns 
Ralph Burns (1922-2001), one of the truly great and often misunderstood jazz com-

posers and arrangers of all time, received his music education from both the classical and jazz 
worlds. In 1938 he attended the New England Conservatory of Music, but claims to have 
really learned jazz by transcribing the works of Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman and Count 
Basie. As a student he lived in the house of singer Frances Wayne, who was already working 
professionally in the band of her brother Nick Jerret, who hired Burns on as an arranger. 
While with Jerret, Burns heard such great jazz pianists as Nat “King” Cole and Art Tatum, 
who completely changed his perspective about jazz and its possibilities. By 1944 he found 
himself, along with Frances Wayne, working for Woody Herman’s First Herd, where he be-
came almost as well known to jazz fans as Neal Hefti.  

Burns, of course, contributed several outstanding scores to the Herman book, but his 
early magnum opus, and the only piece that concerns us here, is Summer Sequence. When it 
was first reissued on LP (The Thundering Herds, Columbia), both Herman and Burns were 
still alive and the full story was told; but somehow over the years the chronology and the story 
got a little mixed up. The result was that the fourth part of the suite, which took on a life of its 
own as Early Autumn, was questioned as to whether it belonged with the first three parts or 
not. Compounding the confusion was the fact that this last section was composed and re-
corded after the first three were already on wax. 

When the full suite was issued on CD just before Burns died (Woody Herman: 
Blowin’ Up a Storm, the Columbia Years, Columbia Legacy 65646), annotator Charles 
Granata was able to talk to him and get the story straight. Originally performed and recorded 
as a three-part suite in 1946, Burns felt bad that everyone had a role in it except tenor saxist 
Stan Getz. According to the notes, Burns said, he “wrote ‘Summer Sequence (Part 4)’ as a 
feature for him at Woody’s request,” and this new movement was recorded at the end of 1947 
with the outstanding Getz solo that brought him national attention. Don Rose, writing on the 
Jazz Institute of Chicago’s website14 in 2003, continued: “The movement continued the origi-
nal ‘Summer Sequence’ theme—a 32-bar ballad—iterated by the full band and solo trombone. 
Then, following Getz's solo, a new theme is briefly introduced in the out-chorus, played by 
the saxophone section and its then-novel voicing of three tenors and a baritone.” Burns later 
crafted Early Autumn, “based on the original solo, as a stand-alone for him [Getz] to record 
on Capitol Records [where the band had moved]. There were a lot of chord changes in it and 
he was the only one that could play those chords.” Thus the true genesis of the four-part suite. 

                                                
14 See Don Rose, “Why Can’t They Get it Right?”, www.jazzinchicago.org/educates/journal/reviews/why-cant-
they-get-it-right. 
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Considering Burns’ later proclivity for more lyrical and relaxed pieces, the construc-
tion of Summer Sequence is unusually hip and even loud in places. The second (fast) section 
stretches the harmony into the bop realm, while the third is an almost pointillistic melody 
played by guitar, piano and bass, working together as a melodic unit rather than as solo in-
strument with rhythm accompaniment. Nevertheless it all works brilliantly, juxtaposing solos 
(some written, some improvised) and ensemble passages with impunity. One of the more in-
teresting features is the way Burns took the “theme” of this piece and turned it over to various 
sections of the orchestra, adding little fills and subsidiary themes as he went along. Though 
not as innovative as Russell’s Cubano Be, Cubano Bop, for 1946 this was pretty advanced 
jazz writing, imposing a sense of structure in a work that still swings, and swings hard. One of 
the more interesting points to note is the way Burns used Herman’s clarinet. A swinging but 
not terribly adventurous soloist, Herman nevertheless had a fine tone and thus was able to 
work in context, playing the sub-toned introduction and later flying in the upper range over 
the trumpet section. It is in Part Three that some of the more formal structure comes in, a 
short canon played by electric guitar, acoustic bass and piano with interjections from the 
muted trumpets before a tenor sax solo by Flip Phillips, then Herman—surprisingly enough—
on alto sax. 

Scanning the personnel for both recording sessions, one realizes that one of the rea-
sons Burns didn’t give anything to Getz to play is that he wasn’t in the band in 1946. In fact, 
several key musicians are different in the two sessions, most notably the guitar soloist, Chuck 
Wayne having since been replaced by Gene Sargent and trombonist Bill Harris being replaced 
by Earl Swope, but the general musical direction of the last movement ties in nicely with the 
first three and Getz’s solo is indeed a gem. For the first time, a bona-fide jazz writer-arranger 
was able to create a coherent and continuous piece lasting close to 12 minutes in which all the 
variegated threads of the music dovetail very well, if not flawlessly. 

For The Jazz Scene Burns wrote and recorded both Introspection, which was part of 
the original issue, and Spring in Naples, which was not. Both sound like a “jazz tunes” but 
have unusual phrase structures, in the latter case one that stretches across 24 bars, played 
sinuously by tenor and baritone saxophones with muted trumpet interjections in double time, 
then is improvised on by the tenor saxophone (with more muted trumpets, but also trombones) 
before developing into an interesting coda that wraps things up. Introspection, however, is 
clearly the more interesting piece, maintaining a steady but relaxed 4/4 beat but also much 
more structured, with antiphonal phrases for the brass beginning at 2:20 (including a bit of 
“ooh-wah” mutes on the trombones). Everything in Introspection sounds planned and struc-
tured, although the trumpet solo with its boppish flavor is probably improvised.  

Among Burns’ later works, the most interesting in terms of jazz-classical fusion is the 
Nocturne from an album he recorded for Decca in 1955 titled Jazz Studio 5. Like his mid-
1940s pieces, this Nocturne walks the artistic tightrope between pop, jazz and classical music. 
At times a little on the syrupy side, Nocturne redeems itself via its interesting, evolving struc-
ture, laced with Burns’ own piano in much the same way that Claude Thornhill “laced the 
gingerbread” in his own band. 

 
Claude Thornhill & Gil Evans 
Following his stint in the Navy, Claude Thornhill reformed his orchestra back in the 

States, and once again he hired Gil Evans as his arranger—not only Evans, but also young 
Gerry Mulligan (1927-1996). Once again, the Thornhill band’s focus was on transparent or-
chestral textures, but this time he embraced the newer trends in jazz, becoming the first (and 
for many the best) white bebop band around. Among the charts Evans wrote were of Charlie 
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Parker’s Yardbird Suite and Anthropology, the first time small-group bop music had been 
charted and attempted by a large orchestra. In addition to the leader’s “cool” piano, it also fea-
tured extended solos by young Lee Konitz (1927 - ) and Thornhill’s patented dynamics con-
trasts. It was the only white band praised by Thelonious Monk, and its charts were also appre-
ciated by Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie and Miles Davis. Analyzing both the band’s unique 
style and the way Thornhill approached music in general, alto saxist Hal McKusick, who re-
placed Lee Konitz in 1949, explained it this way: 

“Claude was innovative—using Parker’s themes early, orchestrated by Gil Evans. He 
also gave free rein to Gerry Mulligan, who produced terrific charts…His way of auditioning 
players was telling. He’d have them sit near him and just improvise as he played the piano. He 
was always concerned with intonation and phrasing and found it difficult to tell someone in 
the band that they weren’t in tune or not phrasing well. Instead, he would play that person’s 
note or phrase on the piano while the band was performing and bring attention to the out-of-
tune player. This made players more sensitive and aware.   

“Claude also used that system to get people out of the band who were not up to par. 
Frustrated with their lack of ability to measure up, they’d just quit. For me, it was one of the 
best musical experiences, a chance to grow and develop my abilities. It was an opportunity to 
share amazing music and to know one of the finest band leaders.”15 

And not only Parker and Mulligan were used; the Thornhill band also played Sir 
Charles Thompson’s Robbins’ Nest in an exquisite arrangement where the subtlety of har-
monic movement is emphasized by an almost completely quiet arrangement in which Evans 
scored an entire chorus for the French horns. Only during the later clarinet solo do the brasses 
occasionally burst through for those exquisite mushroom-cloud effects that sound, to my ears, 
like a modernized version of a Jelly Roll Morton score. And one of the least known of the Ev-
ans charts for Thornhill (for what reason, I cannot say) is a piece that he titled The Trouba-
dour, which is actually The Old Castle (or Il vecchio castello), preceded by a few bars of the 
Promenade, from Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition—the earliest example I know of 
where this music was used in a jazz context.16 Evans, as much a student of the classics as of 
jazz, retained Ravel’s use of the alto sax to play the plaintive melody, but constantly broke up 
the rhythm subtly with flute interjections, and in the second chorus the melody is morphed in 
a jazzical way while Evans, taking a tip from Ellington but making it more sophisticated, uses 
one of his patented blends of horns (trombones) with reeds (tenor saxes). 

In the early 1950s Thornhill re-formed his band in the studio to record the Mulligan 
scores that Columbia failed to do, such as Elevation, Jeru and Five Brothers. This was the 
band that featured McKusick on alto instead of Konitz, and they preserve one of the few times 
that Mulligan’s music was performed as real compositions, with introductions, themes, 
developments and finales, rather than as jam tunes with a little bit of structure (which is how 
the Elliot Lawrence band played Elevation). One of the more interesting touches comes in 
Five Brothers where Mulligan, having written the early portion of the chart in E� and then 
switched to G in the last chorus, suddenly ends it with a floated bitonal chord which tends to-
wards E.  More interesting is to hear how Mulligan’s concept of band arranging, though con-
structed out of the Gil Evans style, featured a more “open” sound. This was undoubtedly 
predicated on the fact that Mulligan was a baritone saxist, and thus thought more in terms of 
contrasts between the “ground bass” of baritone saxes played against the bright sound of 

                                                
15 As quoted on Marc Myers’ blog, Jazz Wax (www.jazzwax.com/2008/06/hal-mckusick-on.html). 
16 Written in 1946, The Troubadour was never recorded commercially—the full arrangement ran over six min-
utes—but turned up decades later as one of Thornhill’s Lang-Worth transcription discs. 
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trumpets and clarinets. He would later employ a similar aesthetic to his own concert jazz band 
of the early 1960s, although their music lies outside the scope of this study. 

Another interesting “one-off” during this period was Sherwood’s Forest, written by 
and performed by the big band of trumpeter-guitarist Bobby Sherwood. The Sherwood band 
was a fairly good one, yet they made only two imprints on American jazz culture, this tune 
which is one of the most harmonically and rhythmically advanced of its time and the earlier 
Elks’ Parade, a big-band Dixieland piece in the style of Bob Haggart’s South Rampart Street 
Parade. One could not imagine the same band even playing two such different pieces, yet in-
terestingly it was Sherwood’s Forest that became the band’s theme. It begins as a somewhat 
sinister-sounding march, its whole-tone (or modal) melody scampering up and down the scale 
as trombones play the ostinato rhythm underneath. After a pedal point low B-flat from the 
trombones and some loud trumpet flourishes, the music shifts gears into an almost Sche-
herazade-like mood. Then, suddenly, the band begins to swing, but the harmonic base re-
mains unsettled and the melodic fragmentation even more scattered. Eventually the march 
rhythm returns, only faster this time; a drum break leads back to the original tempo. The piece 
ends on a triumphant trumpet chord—only now we’re suddenly in C, not B-flat. 

 
Thelonious Monk I 
Having scuffled through most of the 1940s, Thelonious Monk finally began to be no-

ticed in jazz circles thanks to the good graces of Alfred Lion, owner of the Blue Note label. 
Having built his label’s reputation on what he felt was only the best in jazz, Lion nevertheless 
stuck through its first eight years with musicians who mostly played in an older style of jazz 
(Sidney Bechet, Edmond Hall, Art Hodes and Meade Lux Lewis), and one of the few times he 
presented a musician in the avant-garde of the time, guitarist Charlie Christian, he put him in 
a chamber jazz swing setting. By the late 1940s, however, he realized that this style of jazz 
was quickly losing traction and wished to associate himself and his label with more modern 
trends. In a flurry of activity, he then signed pianist Bud Powell, trumpeter Fats Navarro and 
Monk to his label, and each of them produced impressive and iconic performances.  

Monk, of course, was the most eccentric of the three. There are undoubtedly readers 
out there who are wondering how such an iconoclastic composer-pianist fits into a survey of 
classical jazz since he was not even considered to be a very good pianist, but this is missing 
the forest for the trees. Although Monk’s playing was certainly unconventional—he seemed 
to attack the keyboard with fingers spread out, almost splayed, in a clumsy fashion—it was in 
fact extremely complex if unorthodox. What Monk was actually doing was playing in a way 
that constantly shifted the stress beats within a measure. Sometimes the stress would be on the 
second half (eighth note) of beat two, sometimes on the second half of beat one, etc., and in 
fact he continually shifted his rhythm in this way from start to finish. In addition, his 
compositions—though normally just an introduction and a theme—were likewise built around 
quirky phrasing and misplaced beats. This was one reason why only his ballad ‘Round Mid-
night, with its more regular and accessible structure, became a jazz standard. Most musicians 
found, and still find, his music too difficult to improvise on, particularly such quirky pieces as 
Criss Cross, Monk’s Mood, Off Minor and especially Four in One. In each of these either the 
melodic structure, the underlying harmonies, or both are so intricate that just playing it 
straight becomes a challenge. Improvising on them seems impossible. The late jazz critic 
Ralph Berton (1910-1991) used to say that Monk was “the Stravinsky of jazz.” Jazz pianist 
and educator Dick Hyman disagreed with that assessment, as have many academic classical 
educators, for the reason that Monk’s structures aren’t nearly as complex as Stravinsky’s, but 
what Berton meant was that the quirkily stiff rhythms, against which Monk would write (and 
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play) figures that went against the beat rather than with it, produced an effect similar to those 
achieved by Stravinsky in the earlier phases of his career. It is telling that at least until after he 
himself stopped performing in 1972, very few musicians attempted any of his pieces except 
‘Round Midnight, and the few who did had worked with him at one time or another. 

In Criss Cross, for example, the melody divides itself into four bars of one theme, four 
of another, then repeat, which sounds very conventional; but in listening to it, one notes that 
the beat displacement within these two themes is utterly unorthodox and in fact quite difficult 
to ascertain. A little triplet figure followed by one note make up the first two beats of the first 
bar, followed by two beats of rest; in the second bar, another triplet figure on beat one fol-
lowed by a held note of one and a half beats with one beat rest, then another triplet figure 
leading into the next bar; but the third bar begins with a one-bar rest before the triplet figure 
again appears. The theme of the middle four is more conventional rhythmically, but seems 
only tenuously related to the first; and these contrasting themes; and the next figure, a variant 
of theme 2, leads into a 2-bar break that elongates the phrase before we return to the begin-
ning again. In this manner, Monk continually threw off musicians who tried to work with him 
but didn’t have any grounding in modern classical music. In other words, unless you knew the 
music of a composer like Stravinsky, you simply couldn’t play the thing. And if you think 
Criss Cross is difficult, try jumping into Four in One sometime. Here is a melodic structure 
so convoluted that it wasn’t until the 1980s that other musicians were able to play and impro-
vise on it (at least, I haven’t heard any recorded performance of it that weren’t directed by 
Monk himself). Of course, Monk made it a little easier on the musicians by simplifying the 
rhythmic construct of the tune a bit once the improvised sections were reached, producing 
what is essentially a fast blues-influenced jazz number with an odd bridge in the middle, but 
Four in One remains a stunning piece. 

 
Stan Kenton and his Bands 
At this point we finally arrive at what was called by his label (Capitol records) “the 

Kenton era,” generally stretching from 1945 (actually his third year with the label, but his first 
really productive one) through 1960. By the latter year Kenton had almost become an anach-
ronism, as had Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Duke Ellington and many other musicians 
who came to maturity prior to the bop era, but what really hurt Stan Kenton (1911-1979) is 
that his star took longer to fall and when it did, it fell further and more quickly than the others. 

Contemporary views of the Kenton band were mixed and he has not done well in the 
long telescope of jazz history, primarily because his band’s rhythm was fairly stiff and the 
trumpets—normally no fewer than five at a time—screamed at full blast on almost every re-
cord. The stiffness of rhythm was due primarily to Kenton himself, an outstanding pianist but 
not one who felt jazz rhythm properly, but the screeching brass still remains a sticking point 
and a mystery. Of course, one could blame the band’s constant blasting on the fact that 
Kenton was not formally trained in classical music, but that still wouldn’t explain it. It was 
just a quirk of his, the one “style trick” he could latch on to without resorting to unusual tim-
bre blends as in the case of Miller, Ellington, Thornhill or Raeburn. In addition, Kenton’s 
constant posturing of himself and his band as “music of the future” began to wear on other 
musicians who preferred looser and, in many cases, less tightly structured jazz. 

I can still remember, as a teenager, running across a 78-rpm copy of Kenton’s 1946 
composition, Concerto to End All Concertos, and thinking to myself, “how pretentious! and 
what an insult to classical concertos!” For here was this piece, all of six minutes (give or take) 
long, consisting of a pop-ballad-like theme played by piano (on side 2 it’s played by the trom-
bone choir) followed by a bass solo, then the trombones repeating the bass line at a slower 
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tempo while saxes and screaming trumpets piled up on top of it. But even then, I was greatly 
impressed by Vido Musso’s tenor sax solo, and time and perspective have allowed me to hear 
it differently today. I honestly believe that, for all his pretensions, Kenton’s title in this case 
was meant to be tongue-in-cheek. Even he couldn’t believe that this “concerto,” more of a 
concerto grosso, would end or supercede other concertos both jazz and classical. It is a prob-
lem, sometimes, of coming to jazz from a classical perspective that we take everything jazz 
musicians say and do too seriously. Jazz has always been a music of great humor, and several 
Kenton records—even of the 1940s—have more than their share of jazz humor in them. 

Moreover, it isn’t true that the Kenton brass always blasted (though they did so about 
70% of the time). Such pieces as Opus in Pastels, Elegy for Alto, Theme for Sunday and 
Painted Rhythm are beautiful, evocative pieces with no brass screaming at all; and in fact the 
first-named was recorded twice, originally with just a few saxophones and rhythm section in 
1946 and then, a decade later, by an all-string ensemble. Both are quite beautiful. Eager Bea-
ver was a fine progressive-swing piece in which the loud brass was kept to a minimum; and 
even such an excitable piece as Harlem Holiday, built around the outstanding alto sax playing 
of young Art Pepper, remains valid as a jazz composition with, again, a minimum of screech-
ing. And for a man who was self-taught in both classical structure and orchestration, Kenton 
certainly kept things interesting by changing his bands’ style and personnel, constantly shift-
ing perspectives and moving into new forms and sounds. Also, because he was signed to a 
major label, he had the pressure to create hit records that wasn’t on Raeburn (though the latter 
surely tried, first with Milkman, Keep Those Bottles Quiet and then with Rip van Winkle). 
Kenton, unhappy with the arrangement but certainly business-wise enough to understand 
Capitol’s perspective, complied with tunes like Tampico, And Her Tears Flowed Like Wine, 
September Song, Shoo Fly Pie and, in 1950, a rare collaboration with Nat “King” Cole, Or-
ange-Colored Sky. These discs paid the bills, kept his name before the public, and in the long 
run were jazzy enough to not embarrass his name or reputation. Kenton, mostly through his 
talented arranger Pete Rugolo, was one of the earliest bands (along with Gillespie) to pioneer 
the use of bongos in jazz, restoring the “Spanish tinge” that had been missing from most 
Swing Era music. 

One of the more overlooked early successes by the band was Rugolo’s 1947 Prologue 
Suite, consisting of four parts: Introduction to a Latin Rhythm; Chorale for Brass, Piano and 
Bongos; Abstraction; and Journey to Brazil. These four pieces evidently gave the band some 
fits in getting right, as they were recorded over a period of three months in four different ses-
sions. Yes, there is screaming brass, particularly in parts one and four; but there is also some 
extremely interesting music to be heard in it as well, including a surprisingly sensitive guitar 
solo in Part 4 by young Laurindo Almeida. Moreover, the piece “builds” well, not only within 
each section but from movement to movement. As was so often the case with Kenton, you 
couldn’t throw out the baby with the bath water. And therein lies the problem(s) in assessing 
his bands and their impact on the continuing evolution of jazz and classical music. Kenton 
may have indeed been occasionally annoying and bombastic, but it holds together and holds 
one’s attention. And in fact, you could also toss in a separately recorded Rugolo work from 
one of the same sessions that produced this suite, the Fugue for Rhythm Section, as part of it (I 
would place it between parts 3 and 4). Is it great music? Not really. But is it interesting and 
thought-provoking music? Most definitely. 

Also interesting are his recordings of Rugolo’s Monotony and Sir Roland Hanna’s 
Somnambulism. The former is built around a 6/8 rhythm, the bass playing a repeated rising 
chromatic figure with the bow while piano and guitar play around it; then trombones play a 
plaintive melody which ends in a downward glissando brass smear. By this time we realize 
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that the rhythm of the piece alternates one bar in 6/8 time with one bar in 7/8, then back 
again—already Kenton is playing with asymmetric rhythms. Bongos enter (during this period, 
Kenton practically lived on bongo drums); both trombones and saxes play further chromatic 
smears. Eventually the screaming trumpets enter, building on the repeated rhythmic figure as 
it builds to a frenetic climax, ending with bitonal chords. In the latter the open trumpets are, 
for the most part, more circumspect, and Art Pepper’s alto sax has a crucial role to play in 
binding two if its themes together. There is an interesting effect beginning at 1:31 where ma-
racas seem to be used (or some other Latin shaking instrument) in the background. Yes, the 
finale seems a bit heavy for a piece titled Somnambulism, but no heavier than many a modern 
symphony I have heard and reviewed. 

Much has been made in retrospect by critics such as Gunther Schuller about the effect 
that Canadian-born composer-arranger Bob Graettinger (1923-1957) had on classical jazz in 
general and the Kenton band in particular. A young, brooding, complex and usually depressed 
introvert, Graettinger created complex, brooding, and generally depressing scores. His first 
entry in the Kenton book was an exceptionally weird piece called Thermopylae in 1946, but in 
1949 he wrote a jazz “symphony” entitled City of Glass. Equally brooding and depressed, and 
even more complex in texture and rhythm, City of Glass was a cause célèbre of its day. Today 
we hear it as very little jazz and more in the nature of a harmonically congested classical piece 
that presaged the work of Ligeti and Stockhausen in the 1960s. Trumpeter Buddy Childers, 
queried later in life about this suite, said that “Either you do not have the intellectual capacity 
to appreciate the music, or it is bullshit.” Pressed for his own estimation, Childers replied, “It 
is bullshit.”17 What’s interesting to note is that by 1950, when City of Glass was finally re-
corded, Kenton was leading a true “concert jazz” band called the “Innovations in Modern Mu-
sic Orchestra,” which carried full string and wind sections. More interestingly, this was not 
just a studio-recording band but a touring orchestra that finally collapsed financially in 1951.  

Following City of Glass, Graettinger wrote a loosely-structured suite entitled Moods 
for Orchestra that was, if anything, even spacier, but some of the individual pieces from this 
suite (Modern Opus and A Cello) have a more interesting structure and actually develop, 
whereas many of his earlier pieces just stayed in one black mood from start to finish. Graet-
tinger also wrote an interesting, complex, contrapuntal piece for violins called House of 
Strings in 1950, and though this also has a feeling of angst about it, the music at least has a 
sense of development and uses strings in a more technically involved sense without the usual 
feeling of window-dressing. Graettinger, who lived primarily on scrambled eggs and ciga-
rettes, died in 1957 of lung cancer at age 33, but not even the long view of history or the 
praise of critics like Schuller have made his music any more accessible or influential in the 
scheme of things. Indeed, the only Graettinger piece that swings a bit, and incorporates actual 
jazz solos, was Incident in Jazz, recorded by the band about six months before they tackled 
City of Glass. And even within the latter there was at least one piece, Reflections, that worked 
so well that it was sometimes performed outside the suite as a stand-alone piece. 

Ironically Kenton, who was trained in music by his mother and took to jazz, classical 
music, and mixtures thereof like Gershwin’s Rhapsody and Concerto by ear while still a teen-
ager, had a facile musical mind and was determined to create a true fusion between the two 
musics. In addition he, like Ellington, normally wrote for specific band members and their 

                                                
17 As quoted in Stan Kenton: This is an Orchestra! by Michael Sparke (University of North Texas Press, 2010), 
p. 92. Sparke also includes a comment that Kenton purportedly made in the 1970s to Joel Kaye: “Well, I’ll tell 
ya, it was either the greatest music the band ever presented, or the biggest pile of crap we ever played, and I still 
don’t know which.” 
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individual strengths; but unlike Ellington, Kenton never dominated the writing and arranging. 
He actually allowed his band members to contribute different lines to the evolving music and 
encouraged several different writers within the band. Graettinger and Rugolo were but two of 
the most famous examples; others were Roland Hanna, Shorty Rogers, Franklyn Marks, Bill 
Russo, Frank Rosolino, Gerry Mulligan, Manny Albam and Hank Levy. Late in life, Levy re-
called Kenton’s graciousness in first meeting him but also his admonition when he read 
Levy’s charts. “Stan said, ‘You can’t really write for this band yet. You’d have to spend some 
time with the band and know the guys and their personalities so that you could write more 
personally for the band.’”18 This explains a lot of things, such as why several of the band’s 
charts sound a bit schizophrenic stylistically, yet somehow mesh, and why so many famous 
musicians stayed with Kenton for long periods of time. The band, and its book, were not an 
autocracy but an artists’ collective. As Kenton alumnus Maynard Ferguson told me in 1974, 
“We weren’t playing loud to knock the audience out. We were knocking ourselves out.” 

Other compositions for the Innovations Orchestra were actually far better and more 
coherent that Graettinger’s. Among these were Russo’s Ennui, Rugolo’s Mirage, Kenton’s 
own compositions Theme for Sunday and Shelly Manne, Franklyn Marks’ Spirals, Evening in 
Pakistan and Trajectories, Shorty Rogers’ Sambo and three profiles of his bandmates, Art 
Pepper, John Graas and Maynard Ferguson. The profiles, though with heavy timpani under-
scoring the equally heavy brass, are remarkable pieces in that Rogers was able to create inter-
esting textures and melodic figures that interweave with the specific soloists, while Evening in 
Pakistan and Solitaire minimize the heaviness of the brasses (although Kenton poured on the 
timpani too heavily in the latter). Marks (1911-1976) was indeed a special case: despite being 
a Dartmouth College music professor, he primarily wrote scores for the Walt Disney Studios. 
Though mostly remembered today for The Great Locomotive Chase, 101 Dalmatians, That 
Darn Cat, The Boatniks and Disney’s Wonderful World of Color, his work for Kenton—all of 
which is quite brilliant—represents his only serious musical output on discs. Despite its being 
slighted over the years, these brilliant scores established him as one of the finest early Third 
Stream composers. The problem with so much of the Kenton band’s music is that it alternates 
genius with bombast, and in listening to the original recordings the sensitive listener finds a 
great deal to admire while deploring the heaviness and screeching. A modern orchestra could 
easily play these works by lightening up the screaming trumpets and heavy drums (which, in-
cidentally, influenced many Cuban and Mexican jazz orchestras) as they are well constructed 
and remarkably atmospheric. They are the true beginnings of the music later dubbed “Third 
Stream” and thought to have been “invented” by Gunther Schuller. 

We will explore a few more pieces by the Kenton orchestra from the 1956-65 period 
in the next chapter, although there were far fewer that one can point to in that era as fresh, in-
novative and ahead of their time as these from 1945-52. When you come down to it, there are 
just about as many excellent performances by the Kenton band as there are by Whiteman, the 
difference being that Whiteman’s were spaced out between 1927 and 1956 whereas Kenton’s 
best work was more concentrated in era. They basically covered the years 1943-1956, with a 
few pieces from the 1960s to fill out the picture. 

 
Lennie Tristano 
Leonard Joseph Tristano (1919-1978), one of the greatest figures in jazz, has yet to re-

ceive his just due from the jazz world in general. This is partly because he was an iconoclast 

                                                
18 Quoted from the liner notes to The Legacy of Hank Levy by the U.S. Army Field Band Jazz Ambassadors (Al-
tissimo 60712). 
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and a bit of a loner, often retiring from performing in order to teach, and partly because his 
music is so difficult that most of his fellow musicians couldn’t get a handle on him. Yet he 
was highly admired by Charlie Parker, with whom he was close friends and played with on 
several occasions; he taught Charles Mingus for an extended period of time; and his general 
aesthetics influenced an entire generation of modern pianists, directly or indirectly, from 
Horace Silver to Bill Evans.  

Born during a worldwide measles epidemic, Tristano’s eyesight was tenuous at birth 
and he was completely blind by age 10. Yet his lack of sight never interfered with his love of 
music, and along with the piano he also learned to play the cello, clarinet and tenor sax. Like 
so many pianists before 1933, his initial influence was Earl Hines, who he heard on late-night 
broadcasts from the Grand Terrace Ballroom in his native Chicago. After 1933, of course, it 
was Art Tatum, but Tristano—although blessed with a perfect musical memory and a flawless 
technique—never wanted to ape his models. When he entered the American Conservatory of 
Music in Chicago, his teacher from the school for handicapped children helped to prepare the 
faculty “to pay particular attention to this boy, he is going to do everything faster than you’re 
used to.”19 Upon graduating, Tristano grabbed whatever jobs he could get, playing in Dixie-
land and rhumba bands, all the while continuing to practice in solitude and develop his own 
personal voice. In January 1945 he made his first recordings, solo piano versions of Yester-
days, What is This Thing Called Love?, Don’t Blame Me and I Found a New Baby. Immedi-
ately, one could hear a new voice on piano, someone for whom plunging deep into the chords 
and pulling out wonders previously unheard was a daily occurrence. On What is This Thing 
Called Love, for instance, Tristano plays the left and right-hand parts in two different keys, 
with an ambiguous and abstract finale. Among his many insightful quotes about jazz are “It’s 
not just instant composing; it’s not following any kind of formula. All you do is hear music in 
your head and reproduce it,” and my favorite: “You could make your fingers reproduce ex-
actly what you felt, if you really worked at it. I achieved it, not only spending a lot of time at 
the keyboard but finding ways I could make my fingers reproduce my deepest feelings. It 
meant, when you hit a note with a finger, you sank into that note all the way to the bottom of 
the keyboard until it went pow! Right?...”20 

The brilliance of the young pianist was shown off in a more commercial session for 
the small Keynote label in October 1946: an original piece, Out on a Limb; Dizzy Gillespie’s 
Interlude (the original title of A Night in Tunisia); Vernon Duke’s I Can’t Get Started; and 
Harry Barris’s I Surrender, Dear. Immediately, the jazz world (and critics) began to sit up and 
take notice. This was music so far advanced rhythmically and harmonically that there wasn’t 
even a “school” for it yet. No one else sounded like Lennie Tristano and, to be honest, no one 
ever would. 

Where we pick him up, in this study, is in his trio recordings of October and Decem-
ber 1947. Guitarist Billy Bauer, one of his prize pupils, plays on both sessions. The bassist in 
the first is John Levy, in the second Arnold Fishkin. On a piece such as Celestial (October), 
what sounds like a relaxed cool-jazz piece (but remember, this is still 1947) evolves into a 
complex composition, with developing melodic and harmonic sequences, and the “improvisa-
tion” section is really a contrapuntal duet between Bauer and Tristano. Following this, Tris-
tano plays solo but Bauer fills in isolated notes behind him, playing high up on the instrument 
to create an otherworldly sound. Abstraction is even stranger, as from the start the melodic 
line is conditioned by the strange altered chord sequence that Tristano is playing with his left 

                                                
19 From the liner notes to Out on a Limb, Indigo Records 2086. 
20 Both found at www.lennietristano.com/docs/tristanoquotes.html 
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hand. Every time the chords move in an unorthodox direction, so too does the right hand, 
which also plays mostly chords. As the music progresses, bitonality comes and goes; passing 
tones are stuck in the middle of chords, never freeing up and resolving themselves. And yet, 
in the last chorus, Tristano is swinging, not just playing forms, at least until he and Bauer get 
involved in a mini-fugue. The only frustrating thing about Abstraction is that Tristano either 
forgot the time limitations of a 10-inch 78-rpm record or didn’t case, because the music fades 
out while he and Bauer are still creating. 

But after he rose to jazz stardom, Tristano refused to water down his music to make it 
accessible to the masses. On the contrary, he kept pushing the envelope, going into realms 
that frankly never existed before. One of the most famous was his “free jazz” session of Mau 
1949, in which three pieces were recorded. The first of these, Marionette, was a composition 
by Bauer, but Intuition and Digression were completely improvised works that started with a 
few bitonal bop licks from the piano, on top of which the musicians on the date—alto saxist 
Lee Konitz, tenor saxist Warne Marsh, Bauer and Fishkin—simply followed him into arcane 
melodic and harmonic territory as best they could. Nothing was planned ahead of time except 
the order in which the instruments would enter. The music is extremely difficult to describe in 
words because so much is going on. These two pieces are more than fugues, although they are 
that; they are simultaneously instant composition and instant improvisation. Tristano’s piano 
usually sets the direction in which the others are to follow, yet even here there are surprises, 
for instance the double-time figure he plays beginning at 1:45, while Konitz, Marsh and Bauer 
are still finishing their multi-threaded improvisation at the regular tempo. As Tristano contin-
ues at this pace with Fishkin joining him on bass, you think that this is where they are going 
next, but surprisingly, when the horns re-enter, they do so at a tempo half as fast as the origi-
nal. Was tempo discussed beforehand? Perhaps, since there seems to be no other explanation 
for their suddenly pulling up short and applying the brakes. Digression is a bit more rhythmi-
cally predictable if no more so in terms of where the musicians are going, although there is 
less contrary motion of the different lines than in the first piece. 

Four years later, Tristano made jazz history once again by becoming the first artist to 
create a multi-tracked jazz composition in the studio. Descent into the Maelstrom, made at his 
home recording studio in 1953 (the exact date is shrouded in mystery), was an attempt on 
Tristano’s part to create a unified work by recording three separate lines and trying to make 
them all fit. Something of the sort was done a decade later by Bill Evans in his famous album 
Conversations with Myself, but the thick contrapuntal web of clashing harmonic and thematic 
material created here by Tristano still boggles the mind. It is Cecil Taylor with all the “holes” 
in his music filled in, a multi-layered structure that can be heard differently every time you 
play it. There is so much going on, in fact, that one is tempted to say that Descent represents 
not the start of a new style but rather a culmination of everything that Tristano was or could 
do at a keyboard. It almost had to be a one-of-a-kind experience because there really wasn’t 
anything further to be said in this genre. Descent summed up Tristano’s musical philosophy. 

Moving back a few years, now, to 1950 and a live set in New York with Konitz, 
Marsh, bassist Joe Shulman (another pupil) and an unidentified drummer, we hear them 
play—in correct figuration and without a shred of improvisation—J.S. Bach’s Fugue in d mi-
nor, BWV 899, but also a remarkable Tristano original, Wow. What makes Wow so remark-
able is, as in the previous works heard, its remarkable fluid line, utilizing double-time pas-
sages in a way that would presage the work of Ornette Coleman a decade hence. The differ-
ence is that Wow has a harmonic base (F), but that Tristano’s constantly shifting chords un-
dermine the tonality even when it sounds firmly set: he plays F in the right hand chords more 
often than in the left, and the central section (after the guitar solo, beginning at about 3:14) 
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becomes remarkable for its bitonal counterpoint, played mostly by bass and guitar behind 
Konitz’s solo. As in the case of those remarkable session from the early 1930s mentioned in 
Chapter Three (the Venuti-Lang performance of Someday Sweetheart, etc.), the cumulative 
effect of the evolving solo sequence tends to create a continuous-sounding “composition” in 
the mind of the listener. What is continually interesting about Tristano is that, except in De-
scent into the Maelstrom, he rarely employs the kind of thick tone clusters favored by Bob 
Graettinger or the modern classical music that was evolving at the time. If anything, Tris-
tano’s aesthetic was to begin in thickness and gradually work his way towards clarity, even if 
contrapuntal clarity. I believe his musical mind worked in such a way that as a piece was 
evolving under his fingers he could mentally “see” his way clear to resolving the conflict or at 
least unravel it and bring it to a resolution. 

  
Miles Davis and “Birth of the Cool” 
Miles Dewey Davis (1926-1991) was one of the most talented, famous, abrasive and 

enigmatic figures in the entire history of jazz. The son of a well-off dentist in Alton, Illinois, 
Davis split his time between that city and a huge, sprawling ranch in Pine Bluff, Arkansas 
owned by his family. His mother had wanted him to study piano, but at age 13 his father gave 
him a trumpet—Miles later said that he thought this was to spite his mother’s choice, as she 
hated the sound of a trumpet. Yet oddly, against the fashion of the time, Davis’ father insisted 
that young Miles learn to play without any vibrato, and in fact rapped his knuckles every time 
he heard it. Thus the young trumpeter already had his signature tone developed before he 
went to New York to find his niche at age 18. He began studies at Juilliard, but later dropped 
out once he realized that he was learning more of what he wanted, and faster, from playing 
with such iconic musicians as Charlie Parker, Coleman Hawkins and Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis. 
By 1948, Davis was so well known in jazz circles that he had become as well known as Dizzy 
Gillespie and Fats Navarro. In fact, the three of them made up the trumpet trio on a famous 
Metronome All-Stars recording session with Lennie Tristano on piano in 1949. 

Yet the portion of Davis’ career that concerns us at the moment was his meeting with 
Gil Evans in 1948. Evans lived in a basement apartment that had but three pieces of furniture: 
a sofa, a bed and a hotplate for cooking food. Musicians came and went at virtually all hours 
of the day and night; in a way, Evans’ New York apartment was the unofficial place where 
the more progressive musicians talked shop and worked out ideas. Evans and Davis worked 
out the idea for a nine-piece band, essentially a workable size for a jazz combo, that would be 
able to emulate the textures of the Claude Thornhill band, which most musicians of the time 
admired greatly. This led to the inclusion of one French horn and a tuba for texture. It is said 
that Davis wanted a band that could approximate the sound of a human voice as closely as 
possible.  

The lineup of the Davis nonet, which became colloquially known as the “Birth of the 
Cool tuba band,” purposely avoided pure bop musicians because that wasn’t the sound that 
Davis or Evans wanted. As a result, bop alto saxist Sonny Stitt was rejected in favor of one of 
Tristano’s prize pupils, Lee Konitz, and Gerry Mulligan (who had played alongside Konitz in 
the Thornhill band) played baritone sax. The trombonist was originally Kai Winding, but he 
was later replaced by his good friend, J.J. Johnson, while the French horn chair alternated Jun-
ior Collins, Sandy Siegelstein and Gunther Schuller. Al Haig (one of Parker’s favorite pian-
ists) and John Lewis, soon to start the Modern Jazz Quartet, were the pianists, while the drum 
chair alternated between Max Roach and Kenny Clarke. I mention all these musicians specifi-
cally by name in order to illustrate not how star-studded the band was (although that was 
true), but to show how such famous names could completely subjugate themselves to the en-
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semble sound required. Whether or not one thinks that Parker would fit into such a setting—
and some of his Dial recordings with variegated musicians suggests that he might—the Davis 
band was precisely the kind of ensemble jazz group, like the Dave Brubeck Octet, that would 
have proved ideal for Parker to use himself as one voice among many. 

The band only recorded 12 pieces, and one of them is a ballad (Darn That Dream) 
with a vocal by Kenny Hagood. From the remaining 11, I chose four that I felt best repre-
sented a compositional approach to jazz in that era. The first selection to hear, Moon Dreams, 
was written by Chummy MacGregor, Glenn Miller’s pianist, but it was a tune that had a great 
fascination for Evans, who crafted a simply melting arrangement. The one thing that grabs 
one’s attention in the recordings of the Evans band is the way all of the instruments blend to-
gether. This took a tremendous effort from the players, and it is the one facet of these re-
cordings that mark them as radically different from the remakes that Gerry Mulligan made in 
the 1990s. In the remakes, despite playing the exact same charts (Mulligan had to transcribe 
them off the records, as Davis pretended that he didn’t know where the scores were until after 
the record was made), nothing really blends. Part of this, I think, was due to the stereo separa-
tion and part of it to the fact that an electrified bass was used, but part of it is also due to the 
fact that the later musicians (which included only Mulligan and John Lewis from the original 
group, although John Barber’s son, Bill, played tuba) just had brighter timbres and didn’t 
work at blending as well. Compare any track you like from the original session with the re-
makes, but particularly Venus de Milo, one of Mulligan’s original contributions. No matter 
how much you like the solos or the overall feel of the later session, it just isn’t that close to 
the original. In fact, that’s one of the problems: the remakes have too many and too long so-
los, whereas the originals are often balanced in favor of the ensemble. In Venus de Milo, for 
instance, when Davis’s trumpet emerges from the ensemble, it doesn’t stand out from it; it 
sounds like a concerto grosso in which the trumpet has a temporary lead. Even when the en-
semble backs off to just the rhythm section for Mulligan’s solo, there is still the same feeling, 
and the solos are short. Consider: the original performance runs 3:10 whereas the remake, 
taken at a quicker tempo, runs 4:16. One’s overriding impression of the original “Birth of the 
Cool” records is of relaxation, so much so that the music just seems to effortlessly produce 
itself as it flows from start to finish. As in the case of the John Kirby Sextet performances, the 
entire band seems to breathe together. Just to give one example among many, listen to the 
way the ensemble phrases the second four bars of the theme statement in Boplicity (running 
from 0:07 to 0:14, and repeated again later in the track). The trumpet, of course, can clearly be 
discerned in this ensemble by virtue of its uniquely piercing timbre, and one can also make 
out the tuba on the bottom, but the instruments in between are not clear at all (and this is even 
true if one brightens up the recording with an equalizer). This is not accidental, or the result of 
poor microphone placement. It is intentional. Orchestral timbres were meant to sound blurred 
because the whole purpose of this jazz was to create a creamy new blend, one that was only 
available once in a while within the Thornhill band because there were so many more instru-
ments being used. In fact, if you recall one of our earlier surveys, we discovered only one 
large orchestra that could “move the chords around” with the same kind of ease and smooth-
ness of execution, and that was Isham Jones. 

Our last example is John Carisi’s Israel, and here we actually do have clearer textures, 
proving that the sound of the band was indeed dependent on its writers/arrangers and not on 
recording quality. In fact, Israel sounds very un-cool by comparison with the other three, 
moving at a quicker pace and dependent on clarity rather than blending, although there are 
indeed passages where the sounds come together, particularly the last eight bars. Yet even 
here the solos are short and tied to the thematic material; they do not wander far afield or at-
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tempt to stand out from the whole, the final result being—as in the first three selections—a 
composition and not just a jam session. 

Shortly after the demise of the Davis nonet, Mulligan recorded one of his most clever 
creations, a three-part jazz canon in G minor titled Funhouse. Part of the fun came from the 
fact that the three voices were played by saxophonists—himself and Max McElroy on bari-
tones and Allen Eager on tenor—with pianist George Wallington underpinning the proceed-
ings. The solos emerged from the canon to play their development on the basic chord changes, 
but then returned to the canon periodically to bind the compositional framework. A few years 
later he re-recorded this piece with his working quartet which had no piano and no other sax-
ists, thus the effectiveness of the canon was severely limited to himself and trumpeter Chet 
Baker with one voice missing. Sadly, the original recording of Funhouse is far rarer than the 
remake. 

As an addendum to this survey of “early cool,” one must not overlook one particular 
piece recorded by the early George Shearing Quintet. Initially a very advanced swing pianist 
(see Chapter V), when Shearing first came to America after the War he was one of the most 
harmonically advanced and swinging of bebop pianists, often giving Bud Powell a run for the 
money, but in 1949 he suddenly switched gears (whether guided by artistic decision or finan-
cial gain is hard to say) and formed what is often referred to as his “Bebop Lite” quintet with 
vibraphonist Margie Hyams, guitarist Chuck Wayne, bassist John Levy and drummer Denzil 
Best. This is the group that recorded Lullaby of Birdland and became a huge influence on cool 
jazz groups of the 1950s, but the composition that most arrests our attention is Hyams’ No-
vember Seascape. Beginning in e minor, Shearing plays a dolorous, repeated single-note se-
quence of G�-E-to the B above several times, first alone and then as guitar and then vibes en-
ter around him. We then jump up to G minor with an emphasis on the ninth (A above) before 
a strange atonal run comes and goes, transposing us up to b minor before the tempo picks up 
and the various threads of the music coalesce and develop. It is an astonishing piece. 

 
Charles Mingus I 
As in the case of George Russell, the career and music of Charles Mingus (1922-1979) 

are far too important in the scope of this survey to limit to just one or at most three brief dis-
cussions, thus we will give each of them a separate chapter later on, but as in the case of Rus-
sell, we are dealing here with first attempts at composition and arranging, and Mingus, too, 
tried to walk a tightrope between artistic quality and trying to create at least one “hit” that 
might pay the bills. 

Mingus’ recordings of the 1940s were finally located, cleaned up and collected in a 
single CD back in 2002. It was a landmark release for several reasons, not least of which was 
because except for a handful of sides that he made with Lionel Hampton for Decca, few if any 
listeners had even seen, let alone heard, these extremely rare recordings. As is often the case 
with young, raw talent, there were milestones and backslides, but we will isolate some of the 
finer moments from this collection and focus on what went right for him during this period. 

To begin with, Mingus had an unusual sense of harmony. Like many other modern 
jazz musicians, he used pivot notes within chords to change keys or make brief, extended 
modulations within a key, but in his case the chromatic progressions normally worked down-
ward. This doesn’t sound like much in theory, but in practice it gave an unusually dark quality 
to his music. Another thing was that he preferred “dark” keys, particularly B and D-flat. He 
also liked out-of-tempo and out-of-chord introductions that immediately disoriented the lis-
tener, particularly in these early years, and his orchestration was, and remained, unorthodox. 
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In a work such as Weird Nightmare, originally recorded in the ‘40s under the title Pipe Dream 
(evidently trying to capitalize on the fad for marijuana-inspired song titles), one can hear not 
only the influence of Redman’s Chant of the Weed or Foresythe’s Garden of Weed, but also a 
strong dose of Ellington, who he later admitted was his first really potent jazz influence. The 
central portion of Pipe Dream/Weird Nightmare, with its vacillating harmonic-melodic struc-
ture constantly teetering between C minor and its relative major, A-flat  (using C as a pivot, 
and with an A-diminished chord thrown in for color), he achieves the proportions of a true 
composition and not just a “tune.” Only in the middle section does the trombone play an im-
provised solo, and this, too, vacillates harmonically between E-flat and F—a rare harmonic 
upward shift for him, but he then throws in an A-flat-diminished chord, just to throw the lis-
tener off again.  

Mingus Fingers was, so to speak, his signature tune in the late ‘40s. He recorded a 
small-band version for one of the small California labels, but was much prouder of the full 
arrangement he recorded with the Lionel Hampton orchestra. By now, the “freak” opening 
chords should not surprise the aware listener—this was his calling card as a composer during 
this period—but one is, perhaps, a bit stunned by his masterful use of the full palette of colors 
that the Hampton band, surely not equipped with as much to use as the Thornhill orchestra, 
was able to produce for him. Here, as in Story of Love recorded with a large “concert”-sized 
orchestra back in California, one can hear a brilliant musical mind feeling restrained by the 
musical conventions of his time. Even within the modern jazz community, no one other than 
George Handy and Thelonious Monk were anywhere near the same wavelength as he. 

One will also note that Mingus delighted in tonal contrasts, in grounding the sound in 
the bass and bass instruments, i.e., bass trombones, bass saxes, etc., against which he would 
pull upward by equally stressing high, bright instruments such as flutes, clarinets (he is one of 
the few modern jazz composers to enjoy and use clarinets as much as possible), vibes and 
sometimes even oboes. The only other jazz arranger predating Mingus whose work resembles 
his, although he wrote more often in a pop-jazz vein rather than pure jazz, was Sy Oliver 
when he worked for Tommy Dorsey. Oliver, too, delighted in pulling the sound gravitation 
apart by focusing on extremes of range. This can be heard in a large number of his scores for 
Dorsey, such as What is This Thing Called Love, Yes, Indeed!, On the Sunny Side of the 
Street, Blues in the Night, etc. Thus before listening to Mingus’s recording of a fine original 
tune, This Subdues My Passion, I highly recommend listening to the Dorsey band’s recording 
of What is This Thing Called Love? I think you’ll find many traits in common, despite the fact 
that Oliver generally stressed a discrete separation of registers while Mingus sometimes 
brought them together, and Oliver favored a “two-beat” feel to his jazz. Of course, there may 
have been other influences at work here, too, but within the world of jazz orchestration it is 
Oliver who comes closest to Mingus—Oliver mixed with Ellington. 

Mingus’ first recording of one of his favorite pieces, Portrait (a.k.a. God’s Portrait), 
was made under the title Inspiration with an orchestra largely comprised of Kenton band mu-
sicians. He thus finally had a group of musicians comfortable working with unusual structures 
and harmonies, but in this case, as one can hear, the orchestration is simply too thick and busy 
to be really effective. Possibly because he knew he would be using seasoned professionals, 
Mingus overloaded the score with too much dissonance and too much of a “heavy” sound. At 
times, the orchestra sounds as if it is going to collapse of its own weight in a sea of baritone 
saxes and bass trombone. The musical concept is an excellent one, but the scoring is not. 

Between these late-1940s recordings and those of the early ‘50s, Mingus was hired to 
work in the trio of vibist Red Norvo. As we have noted, Norvo was almost always in the van-
guard of jazz trends, and he definitely heard something in Mingus’ playing that he wanted to 
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work with. The third member of the group, guitarist Tal Farlow, had a quick mind and was 
able to follow Mingus and Norvo into whatever rhythmic or harmonic adventure they chose to 
pursue. Their version of George Wallington’s Godchild, a piece also recorded by the Davis 
nonet, begins nicely but really takes off during Farlow’s solo with fills by Norvo and under-
pinning by Mingus. The bassist is even more adventurous behind the leader’s vibes, building 
tension by ostensibly just playing pizzicato but actually creating a countermelody behind him; 
and when it is his turn, he completely rewrites the piece with Farlow altering chords behind 
him to match his harmonic mood. No other jazz bassist until Eddie Gomez was ever able to 
create this kind of combined density of structure as well as Mingus. Ellington’s Prelude to a 
Kiss begins with bowed bass, flutter chords on vibes, and Farlow strumming chords on guitar; 
taken at an exceptionally slow tempo, the trio gives it a thorough workout, reconfiguring the 
harmony as they go along. When Mingus returns to bowed bass, at 1:28, they are almost in a 
different world. Time and Tide is played with a Rhumba beat, moving into various variants as 
an ensemble. A tight rein is kept on the solos here; this is really a recomposition in which 
every detail has meaning and nothing is left to chance. Despite this brilliance, Norvo didn’t 
fully appreciate Mingus’ talents. One night Red asked his old friend and arranger, Eddie Sau-
ter, to listen to the trio and see if he could write or arrange something for them. Sauter, as-
tounded by their playing, assured Norvo that he couldn’t improve on what they were doing, 
yet Norvo never asked Mingus to write anything for the group and, later in the year, replaced 
him with a white bassist when he had the chance to perform on a rare early color telecast—
where the producers didn’t want a racially mixed trio. 

Our last three Mingus recordings from this period were pieces written while he was 
studying with Lennie Tristano. Extrasensory Perception starts off for all the world like a Tris-
tano piece, its strong resemblance fueled by the presence of Lee Konitz, yet by the second 
chorus one is aware of a more unified structure imposing itself on the soloists. Unlike Tris-
tano, who allowed the solo musicians to lead the composition, Mingus insisted on the compo-
sition leading the soloists, even when it was himself on bass. Thus, in the second half of his 
solo, the alto sax plays fills, and one waits expectantly for him to finish so that the pianist can 
“complete” the chorus and, thus, the musical thought. This is music based on the latest trends 
in modern jazz yet somehow reaching beyond it to something it’s not sure of yet. 

This feeling of expecting something even more daring, something “on beyond zebra,” 
is even stronger in Montage. Here is a piece that begins rather conventionally but when they 
play what one expects to be a repeat of the opening eight bars, the music veers off to the side 
and begins to deconstruct. A rather strange, schizophrenic exchange (almost a canon) between 
the alto sax and Mingus’s bass follows, and when the melody seems to get back on track it is 
actually a hairsbreadth “off” rhythmically and, with Mingus playing close seconds to the alto, 
off harmonically as well. Eventually things do coalesce again for a while, but now Mingus is 
playing bowed bass and constantly veering off into strange realms. During his pizzicato solo, 
one hears a cello (Jackson Wiley) and flute (alto saxist Paige Brook, switching instruments). 
Even more so than the 1940s pieces, these two works show a sharp mind coping with the kind 
of complex textures and contrapuntal elements that Tristano emphasizes in his students. 

We end this early survey of the work of Mingus with Chazzanova, not the more famil-
iar recording with trumpeter Thad Jones, his brother Hank on piano and Frank Wess on alto 
sax, but the much richer-scored version for four trombones and rhythm section from 1953. 
Here we can discern the mature Mingus briefly peeking through the veil of early-‘50s jazz, 
taking an ambiguous melody, scoring it richly, and then transforming it via rhythmic devices 
and well-chosen spot solos to create a complete composition. We are almost, but not quite, 
ready for Jump Monk and Pithecanthropus Erectus. 
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The Modern Jazz Quartet 
The Modern Jazz Quartet, or MJQ, is one of only three bands in the entire history of 

jazz to be known only by its initials (the other two being the early ODJB and NORK). It was 
initially formed as a purely jazz group with, ironically enough, the same initials as the Milt 
Jackson Quartet in 1946 when all four musicians—pianist John Lewis (1920-2001), vibra-
phonist Milt Jackson (1923-1999), bassist Ray Brown and drummer Kenny Clarke—were the 
rhythm section of the Dizzy Gillespie big band, and they recorded under Jackson’s name in 
1951. The following year, however, Brown left to work with pianist Oscar Peterson’s trio and 
was replaced by Percy Heath (1923-2005), whereupon Lewis completely changed their style 
and name. Inspired in part by Duke Ellington’s Fugue-a-Ditty, Lewis wanted to fuse jazz and 
classical music in a genteel, formally structured way that would leave no doubt in the minds 
of listeners that they were not your usual jam band. Not only their rhythmic approach but also 
their generally quiet dynamics range cause a great amount of controversy among jazz buffs, 
who found the music of the MJQ too classically restrictive for their tastes; yet, ironically, the 
quartet scored an immediate hit on college campuses and were welcome guests in those ven-
ues for the next 22 years. After disbanding in 1974, the public’s demand that the group be re-
assembled led to their coming back in 1981 and playing together for an additional 12 years. 

I admit that my own proclivity is to agree with those who find their sense of rhythm 
and mezzo-piano dynamics range somewhat repetitive and inhibiting, even though I fully ap-
preciate what they were trying to do and enjoy several of their performances. My general feel-
ing is that one can become over-saturated by the MJQ’s music within a half hour or so. More-
over, it should be noted that the group’s original drummer, Kenny Clarke, felt the same way, 
leaving for Europe in 1955 to play what he called “real jazz.” His replacement was Connie 
Kay, an exceptionally quiet, unobtrusive drummer who relied heavily on brushwork behind 
the others. One indication of how complex and, at the same time, restrictive the MJQ’s music 
could be comes from the fact that Percy Heath, although an outstanding jazz bassist, found it 
too difficult to improvise lines behind Lewis and Jackson. The result was that Lewis wrote out 
the bass parts for Heath to play in almost their entire “book.” 

Their initial album, recorded for Prestige in 1952, contains enough music to pretty 
much sum up their style and impact on jazz, although we will explore John Lewis’ extended 
score with full orchestra in the film Odds Against Tomorrow in the next chapter. Possibly his 
most famous composition is the quiet, meditative Django, a tribute to the great French Gypsy 
guitarist at a time when he was still alive and performing. Written in F minor, its gentle, lyri-
cal melody suggests one of Django’s Improvisations for guitar; after the statement of theme, 
the tempo picks up and changes from its andante 4/4 to a slightly faster, almost jaunty 
rhythm, with Jackson playing a variation on the theme for three choruses: one somewhat for-
mal in sound, the last two bluesier and more swinging. Clarke’s drums help the change of 
mood here, as he manages to really swing the piece even at its quiet volume level. In the third 
chorus, Lewis finally allows his piano to change in accent from gentle to slightly aggressive. 
His single-note solo, played almost entirely on the right hand with occasional chords in the 
left, sounds a little bit like low-intensity Tristano. Heath’s bass also sounds much more re-
laxed in Lewis’ second chorus, where he was allowed to swing. 

La Ronde Suite or The Round Suite, despite its fancy French title, opens in a low-key 
but swinging manner, its delicate melodic line traced by piano and vibes before the pianist 
plays his variants. There is an abrupt shift from C to D at 1:08 into the first movement, which 
after a few bars modulates back to C, yet the movement ends on a D chord. The second 
movement, taken at a slow 4 tempo, is enlivened by a syncopated bass figure in double time 
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that gives the music the flavor of a habanera. The third movement alternates between a stop-
time theme and one which swings while the fourth features little dribbles of a theme over 
snare drum, sounding for all the world like a Seiko watch commercial (with a little peek-in 
from Monk’s Epistrophy, if you can believe it). A polite jam session provides the ride-out. 
The Queen’s Fancy, after a mock-pompous introduction, wends its way along a very Baroque-
sounding melody, occasionally breaking out in swinging variations. 

The point I’m making in all this is that nearly everything the MJQ did was fairly tame 
in invention compared to the solos of Gillespie, Parker and Tristano and tame in construction 
compared to the music played by Raeburn, Kenton, Brubeck and Monk. Fans claim that it was 
innovative enough to hold one’s attention and swinging enough to still be jazz, while detrac-
tors say it was too restrictive emotionally or creatively to be either. Considering that classi-
cally trained musicians have played little or none of the MJQ’s repertoire makes me tend to-
wards the latter judgment. The MJQ was a unique unit, one that had little effect on the devel-
opment of jazz because few other musicians could do what they did so well, yet they had an 
impact on the slowly growing acceptance of jazz within the classical community. 

 
Clifford Brown 
As far as bop was concerned, Clifford Brown (1930-1956) was a latecomer and not as 

harmonically adventurous as his predecessors Gillespie, Parker or Navarro, but in terms of a 
classical connection with jazz he was even more important. Except for a few blue thirds, flat-
ted fifths and an upward or downward glissando here and there, Brown’s improvisations 
stayed very strictly within the diatonic scale, but his playing was so incredibly brilliant that 
each solo was a masterpiece of construction. Sometimes he even played a “ground bass” note 
on the first and third beats of each bar, using them as an underpinning to the flurries of 16th 
notes that followed. A serious student of Bach and Handel, he had originally been a math ma-
jor at Delaware State University before switching to Maryland State College and taking up 
music. His solos were constructed with impeccable musical logic and stunning inventiveness, 
and he never coasted. Sometimes he would even stop on a note in the first beat of a bar, then 
after three notes’ rest would pick up the discourse, making the silence an important part of the 
musical construction. One could easily write book of Clifford Brown solos and use them in 
whole or part as the basis for an intriguing jazz-classical composition, preferably a string 
quartet or wind sextet, assigning some of the counter-lines to lower instruments or inner 
voices. It almost boggles the mind to consider that he only lived 25 years, his life cut short a 
few weeks shy of his 26th birthday in a fatal accident on the Pennsylvania Turnpike. Only in 
the orchestral recordings made by most of Hampton’s big band with congenial French musi-
cians, many of them arranged by Quincy Jones, can one hear Brown’s astonishing fertility 
brought to fruition in the accompanying richness of a band setting. Yet nearly all of Brown’s 
recorded performances are worthy of serious study, and we can begin with his 1953 small-
group recording of Cherokee. This was the first Clifford Brown recording I ever heard, back 
in 1972 or ’73, and I thought my head would come off. It wasn’t his speed or his control of 
the horn, though both were exemplary. It was the continuing development and evolution of 
his solo. This was not a mere “improvisation;” Brown was creating a spontaneous contrafact 
or a completely new composition based on the changes of Cherokee. Imagine that J.S. Bach, 
instead of taking months or years to create his complex compositions, could sit down at the 
keyboard and spin it out in one continuous performance. That’s how great this was. 

Then we turn to Brownskins, a fantasy based on Brown’s version of Cherokee by 
saxophonist Gigi Gryce—a contrafact on a contrafact, as it were. The mock-pompous intro-
duction, building up to a climax from its quiet opening, introduces Brownie playing a tune 
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based on altered chords at a much slower tempo: in other words, a not-Cherokee opening sec-
tion. Only at 2:15 do we get the “new” contrafact Cherokee, the original melody only sug-
gested via Brown’s solo, as Gryce as completely recomposed the tune. (I’ve often felt, based 
on this piece and one or two others that he wrote for small groups, that Gigi Gryce could have 
blossomed into one of the great jazz-classical composers of his time.) What’s interesting in 
Brown’s solo is that, with a busier backdrop, he feels less incumbent to create all the lines and 
counterlines himself, thus his solo, though again brilliantly constructed, is less “busy” yet at 
the same time more compositional, letting the orchestra speak for itself and just filling in the 
holes in the orchestration. After a long orchestral statement, in fact, at the 5:15 mark, Brown 
comes flying back into the picture on an unusually high note for him, and thereafter only fills 
in enough to complete the musical picture created by Gryce’s excellent chart. 

I chose two of Brown’s own compositions, the well-known Daahoud and the lesser-
known Tiny Capers, to complete this portrait of a musical genius. Taken by itself, there is 
nothing particularly interesting compositionally about Daahoud, a piece played by countless 
jazz groups around the country annually, but in his own recording of it, Brown takes its sim-
ple theme as a source for variations as stunning as those written by Beethoven on Diabelli’s 
waltz, except in only one voice and using turnaround phrases as launching pads for variants 
on the variants. Following his solo, the alto sax sounds nice but pedestrian, although the 
trombone solo which follows that is almost in Brown’s league. Apparently, he was listening. 
Russ Freeman’s piano solo starts with a quote from Grieg’s In the Hall of the Mountain King, 
but is also relatively brilliant. Performing with Brownie pushed you to a whole new level; you 
either met him on his terms or got played off the record. Tiny Capers, after a deceptively 
funky piano solo introduction, launches into a melodic line that sounds neo-Baroque in con-
struction. The rhythm section still swings, but Brown, the sax and the trombone play in con-
tinual counterpoint in a slightly stiffish rhythm, which only changes for the break. Come solo 
time, Brownie is still in pseudo-Baroque mode, playing metrically exact rhythms with only an 
occasional swinging passage or break. The others are not, yet they add contrast. In the last 
chorus, the quasi-Baroque melody is repeated, similarly to the first chorus; the piece ends on a 
B-flat chord (the home key), only with an A-flat thrown in for fun. The strange thing about 
this tune is that, in Brown’s performance, it sounds like the only was it could be played, yet 
there exists a shorter, different alternate take. It is not as satisfying. I think that’s why it was 
rejected. 

After a gig in Philadelphia, Brown and Richie Powell, his pianist and Bud’s younger 
brother, were being driven to Chicago along the Pennsylvania Turnpike by Richie’s wife 
Nancy. During a heavy rain, Nancy lost control of the car and it went off the road and 
crashed. All three were killed. He was not even 26 years old. There have been many tragic 
early deaths in jazz, among them Beiderbecke, Berigan and Charlie Christian, but to my way 
of thinking Clifford Brown’s robbed us the most. There’s no telling what this musical mind 
would have done in the years ahead. 

 
The Sauter-Finegan Orchestra 
In 1952 a new big band was formed by arrangers Eddie Sauter and Bill Finegan, both 

experienced and well-known musicians and arrangers. Sauter played mellophone, trumpet and 
drums, attended Columbia University and Juilliard, and had of course been a major factor in 
advanced jazz arranging for at least 16 years; Finegan had studied at the Paris Conservatory 
and was largely known for his work with Glenn Miller and, to a lesser extent, Tommy Dorsey. 
The new orchestra featured an extremely wide range of instruments, including kazoo, xylo-
phone, flutes, bass saxophone, mellophones and oboes in addition to the more conventional 
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brass and reeds. On several tracks they also used Sally Sweetland (1911- ), a voice-dubbing 
soprano whose work preceded that of the more famous Loulie Jean Norman by several years. 
In addition to her work with Sauter-Finegan, Sweetland dubbed her singing for such actresses 
as Joan Fontaine in the 1940s, performed with Mitch Miller and Tony Mottola, made re-
cordings with her husband Lee Sweetland of Broadway tunes, sang with Marni Nixon on the 
soundtrack of the Walt Disney film The Story of Hansel and Gretel (1964), and scored a 
number one hit in 1953 on Eddie Fisher’s record I’m Walking Behind You.  

One would have thought that this new band would be extremely adventurous in both 
arranging and repertoire, but faced with the realities of having to sell themselves to a larger 
public than just the few thousand who bought jazz records, this was not the norm. On the con-
trary, Sauter-Finegan established themselves through a series of pop-oriented tunes and 
arrangements, only with “spacier” sonorities and a wider orchestral palette. Their biggest 
selling disc was Doodletown Fifers, a rewritten version of the old Civil War tune Kingdom 
Coming and the Year of Jubilo, and they also scored hits with such records as Nina Never 
Knew, Azure-té and Midnight Sleighride. Before long they were playing such things as 
Child’s Play, a little suite based on children’s songs, and Horseplay, and they also made an 
album devoted to the tunes of their two most famous former bosses, Goodman and Miller. 

As a result of all this, most of the orchestra’s output falls into the category of “bache-
lor pad music,” a genre that established itself during those early years of high fidelity. The 
sound of all those flutes, triangles, xylophones and high reeds bouncing around the studio cre-
ated the illusion of 3D sound, and this is what sold the band. As a result, they might have been 
excluded from this survey entirely except that they did cut a few tracks for a non-commercial 
album titled Inside Sauter-Finegan that were inventive and unusual enough to warrant inclu-
sion in this survey. Among these are September’s Sorrow, Four Horsemen, Wild Wings in the 
Woods and 10,000 B.C. From The Sound of the Sauter-Finegan Orchestra came The Land 
Between and Sleepy Village. These tracks, plus a particularly freaky rewrite of What is This 
Thing Called Love? released as the flip side of Honey Babe on a 45-rpm single, constitute 
some of the best tracks this unfortunate band left us. 

These scores are literally full of innovative musical and textural ideas, so much so that 
a survey of this limited scope cannot fully do justice to them. Melodic lines tend to follow 
what one may think of as “normal” patterns for the time, with the exception of 10,000 B.C. 
which is best described as a spacey mood piece evoking a pre-historic feeling in the listener. 
Yet the incredible subtlety with which Sauter and Finegan dove into the creation of unusual 
textures, sometimes substituting the lower-pitched marimba for the xylophone, and mixing in 
all sorts of instruments in blends to subtle that without seeing the scores it is difficult to tell by 
ear exactly which instruments are being used, they created aural “mindscapes” that still sound 
modern today. The Land Between, for instance, seems to follow a regular metric pattern, but 
by the 3:40 mark one is aware of a slowing down of tempo, even a floating, meter-less qual-
ity, following which an odd rhythmic figure played by what sounds like glockenspiel, flute, 
clarinet, bass saxophone and timpani is repeated four times; on the fifth go-round, the pitches 
are changed as it becomes a background figure for the solo trumpet, then it smoothes out and 
blends these instruments back into the whole. The afore-mentioned effects on 10,000 B.C. 
seem to have a limited palette, using only a gong, sub-contra bass clarinet, chimes, bells and 
other klinky percussion, one muted trumpet and Sally Sweetland’s voice, singing wordlessly 
like an instrument. Four Horsemen begins with a celebratory-sounding fanfare but quickly 
morphs into a quirky melody that swings but never quite lands where you expect it to. In the 
second half of the piece, beginning at 2:14, the melodic and rhythmic structure begins to 
fragment, falling into small pieces that vainly try to coalesce but never quite make it because 
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the harmonies are becoming too dense and the different pieces seem to be riding off in differ-
ent directions.  

September’s Sorrow, a mood-type piece, is more of a composition than improvisation, 
the only solos (written) played by oboe and, later, a trumpet that rises above the orchestral 
texture in the middle, and only peripherally connected to jazz. Wild Wings in the Woods is a 
particularly whimsical work, playing solely by reeds in a quirky, fragmented series of rhyth-
mic-harmonic segments. Sleepy Village, a cousin to September’s Sorrow, experiments with 
particularly rich scoring effects borrowed from Delius and Mahler (in his quieter moments). 
The afore-mentioned What is This Thing immediately disorients the listener with its opening, 
which pits an A-flat played by high winds against a harmonic base of F major, while muted 
trombones play a staccato figure alternating E-flat and D. This disorientation continues as the 
tune’s melody is heard, particularly since two very low instruments, playing quite softly (sub-
contra clarinets?) are playing a tone cluster of E-flat and D beneath everything. The effect of 
all this harmonic conflict, most of it played quite softly and almost below the sound threshold 
of most listeners (it’s more of an ambient dissonance) is further exacerbated by rhythmic dis-
placements and strange chord transpositions later on. Small wonder that RCA Victor buried 
this on the “B” side of a 45-rpm single; none but the hardiest of listeners could make the least 
sense out of this complete rewriting of Cole Porter’s famous tune. 

It’s also not surprising, considering the musical proclivities of the band’s two leaders 
and the ability or willingness of bachelors in their pads to play such bizarre music while woo-
ing their ladies fair, that the commercial appeal of the orchestra began to slip badly. The Sau-
ter-Finegan band also found very little success on the road, stopping their touring in 1955 af-
ter accruing a sizeable debt. They valiantly hung on for two more years, although by the end 
of 1956 most record-buyers had stopped supporting them and their reputation, once huge, fell 
like a rock. In March 1957 they finally disbanded, Sauter moving to Germany and Finegan 
continuing on as an arranger in the U.S. 

 
Throughout this post-War period almost all the efforts to fuse classical elements with 

jazz came from within the jazz community. Almost none of it came from the “pencil compos-
ers” who had been so jazz-crazy just a few years before, but in the decade to come that would 
change. What would also change was the emergence of a body of work from within the jazz 
community that could indeed stand comparison with the classical community. 


